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ABSTRACT
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by Alexander D. Cattrell

Rogue waves are ocean surface waves larger than the surrounding sea that can pose

a danger to ships and offshore structures. Fatal accidents are not just as a result of

the wave size but the unexpected nature of the event. Despite rogue wave prediction

being sought for decades, all current prediction methods are not operationally viable

as they require complex measurement of the wave field and computationally intensive

calculation, which is infeasible in most applications. Consequently there is a need for

fast predictors.

Here we collate, quality control, and analyse the largest dataset of single-point field

measurements from surface following wave buoys to search for predictors of rogue wave

occurrence. We find that analysis of the sea state parameters in bulk yields no clear

predictors, except spectral bandwidth parameters which display different probability

distributions in rogue seas to normal seas, but these parameters are rarely provided in

wave forecasts. When location is accounted for, trends can be identified in the occurrence

of rogue waves as a function of the average sea state characteristics at that location. We

find that frequency of occurrence of rogue waves and their generating mechanism is

not spatially uniform, and each location is likely to have its own unique sensitivities

which increase in the coastal seas. Further, we investigate the temporal variability

rogue waves along the US western seaboard, to investigate regional trends in significant

wave height and individual rogue waves. We find high spatial variability in trends

in significant wave height and rogue waves across the region. Rogue wave occurrence

displays a mostly decreasing trend, but the relative height – or severity – of the waves

is increasing. We also identify seasonal intensification in rogue waves with increased

rogue wave occurrence, of higher severity, in the winter than in the summer. Finally

we investigate the feasibility of rogue wave prediction using existing technologies by

applying our learnings to machine learning algorithms to build a predictive model based

on the short-term sea state statistics that are forecast by wave models. We find that

the rarity and complexity of the phenomenon leads to an imbalanced and overlapping

dataset and consequently poor classification ability by machine learning models. The

performance is deemed too low to be of practical use to the mariner at this time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter rogue waves are introduced, describing the development of the phe-

nomenon from tales of mariners to an active and controversial scientific research topic.

The consequences of maritime encounters with rogue waves are reviewed, followed by

the physics behind their occurrence. Methods of wave monitoring and wave prediction

are also reviewed. The aims and objectives of the research project, and the structure of

the remaining chapters of this thesis is then outlined.

1.1 Background

Rogue waves are a hazardous oceanic phenomenon that have a negative impact on

maritime safety. Their occurrence and destructive power has been cited by mariners

for centuries (Lawton, 2001); however, the lack of evidence thereof caused scepticism

from scientists because a wave much larger than the surrounding waves, appearing from

nowhere and disappearing without a trace, provided an ideal excuse for poor seamanship

of an under-maintained vessel. The French scientist and naval officer, Captain Dumont

d’Urville reported a rogue wave 30 metres high during a voyage in 1826; however, despite

three of his crew also seeing the wave, the ships company openly ridiculed him. Scientific

investigations began when Draper (1966) first investigated the phenomenon, and Mallory

(1974) discussed abnormally large waves in the Agulhas current off South Africa. As

in-situ wave measurements improved, more records of rogue waves were recorded, but

they were often regarded as measurement errors. In 1995, a rogue wave hit the Draupner

oil platform in the North Sea, and the platform’s downward pointing laser recorded a 26

m wave in a sea with an average wave height of 12 m, which was confirmed by damage

to the platform. This increased the research intensity on the topic as did the steady

stream of fatalities, injuries, and ship damage resulting from rogue waves.

Rogue waves are a theoretical physics, geoscience, and engineering research topic, and a

practical maritime industry problem. This has led to controversial and conflicting views.

1



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

Even the definition of a rogue wave lacks consensus. The most common approach, and

the one we follow throughout this thesis, is to use a wave height exceedance threshold

in relation to the significant wave height such as that of Haver and Andersen (2000):

Hmax

Hs
> 2 (1.1)

and / or

Cmax

Hs
> 1.25 (1.2)

Where Hmax is the zero-crossing wave height, Cmax is the crest height, and Hs is the

significant wave height, estimated as four times the standard deviation of the surface

elevation from a 20-minute observation period.

1.2 Maritime accidents

To assess the scale of the problem we reviewed reports of at-sea rogue waves over the

past century to form a non-exhaustive database. Most reports have little evidence

and a level of scepticism should be applied. Over 1500 lives have been lost in 145

accidents attributed to rogue wave encounters with ships, offshore platforms, and rescue

helicopters (Figure 1.1).

Rogue waves can sweep mariners overboard in cases such as the Barque Picton Castle, the

tanker Taganrogsky Zaliv, and the destroyer USS William P. Lawrence. The desperation

and human cost of encounters with rogue waves is exemplified by Rod Briggs’ recall of

his 40 ft yacht Vyndi being capsized in the Agulhas current off South Africa in the 1990s

(Fretter , 2017):

At 0624 there was a huge impact on the starboard side of the vessel. I felt

my world spin upside-down. We had been running ahead of a southerly gale,

yet something powerful enough to cross 60 ft breaking seas, had picked us up

and thrown us over like a toy. I pulled open the hatch to witness devastation

and Errol had disappeared overboard. Looking astern into a wall of water

turned silver in the early morning sun, I saw Pete in the water with the ferry

buoy. He called to me as he was pulled up and over the crest of the wave

away from the boat. A moment later I saw him again on the crest of another

60-footer moving fast and then he was gone. Pete and Errol, at the mercy

not of the wind but of the Agulhas Current running at up to five knots, were

getting further away from us all the time. Over the next few hours we let
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off 48 flares. Not one person responded. No trace of Pete or Errol was ever

found.

Public awareness of the phenomenon has risen with passenger cruise ships encountering

rogue waves: Queen Elisabeth II in 1995; Caledonia Star and Bremen in 2000; and

Explorer, Voyager and Norwegian Dawn in 2005. In 2010 in the Mediterranean Sea,

Louis Majesty was struck by a rogue wave. Windows were smashed 16.7m above the

waterline, and two persons were killed and many more injured. In a similar event in

the Bay of Biscay, Marco Polo was hit by a 15 m high rogue wave that smashed four

windows killing one and injuring 16 others (Appendix A).

Encounters with several successive rogue waves have been reported. The naval vessel

Jeanne d’Arc encountered a sequence of three rogue waves (Moreau, Olagnon and An-

derson, 2004). Sequences were also reported by the Queen Elizabeth II, Grand Voyager,

Norwegian Dawn, Cowrie Dancer, MSc Napoli, Louis Majesty, and Swanland. A se-

quence of rogue waves enhances their consequences as the vessel may fail to recover

from the first encounter before encountering subsequent rogue waves (Bennett et al.,

2016).

In 1985, the tanker Taganrogsky Zaliv encountered a “hole in the sea”, caused by a long

deep trough and a steep crest. Similar reports were given by the cruiser Birmingham in

1944. A deep trough is possibly more dangerous to shipping than a large crest as it is

less visible to a master, preventing any precautionary preparation.

The most curious reports are of large waves in calm seas. The RV Ballena was off Point

Arguello, California in 2000, in a 2 m swell and good weather. Approximately 30 m

from the vessel, a breaking wave substantially larger than the surrounding sea was seen.

The wave struck the vessel from the beam, capsizing it (Kharif and Pelinovsky , 2003).

Collisions with rogue waves can lead to substantial environmental harm. The World

Glory encountered a rogue wave on 13th June 1968 105 km east of Durban, South

Africa breaking the tanker in half, killing 22 crew and spilling 14 million gallons of

crude oil (Lavrenov , 2003). In 2002, MV Prestige sank off Spain spilling 20 million

gallons of crude oil, and the damage to the vessel has been attributed to a rogue wave

(Lechuga, 2006).

It is foreseeable that ship accidents can occur in severe sea states, such as the recent

sinking of MV El Faro in 12 m seas and 80 knot winds caused by Hurricane Joaquin

(Fedele et al., 2017). Although there is scope for improvement (NTSB , 2017), heavy

weather is relatively well forecast and freely available to mariners. In addition, larger

companies subscribe to commercial weather routing (Sternsson and Björkenstam, 2002).

Analysis of ship accidents found that two thirds of the accidents took place in a significant

wave height less than 4 m (Toffoli et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005), and only 10% of the

accidents occurred during tropical cyclones. A contributing factor to the large number of
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accidents in less than severe seas could be an unexpectedly large wave for the surrounding

sea state, known as a rogue wave. Accidents attributed to rogue waves between 2006

and 2010 were studied by Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011). All except two occurred

in seas with a significant wave height of less than 4 m, accounting for the total loss

of 6 vessels and 82 lives. The rogue waves that cause these losses and fatalities are

often significantly smaller than the maximum wave height that the vessel is designed

to withstand. This is because the severity of the effect of a rogue wave-ship collision is

amplified by the unexpected nature of the event and by situational factors including the

activity the vessel is conducting, the vessels speed and direction relative to the wave,

and the exposure of the crew.

Sailing into the waves, head sea, is the best way of handling large waves (Bennett

et al., 2013) but it does increase the risk of large slamming forces (McTaggart et al.,

2002; Santos Neves et al., 2003). Slow steaming into head seas is used by mariners to

ride-out heavy seas when shelter cannot be sought (Miller and Paitl , 2001). Running

with the waves can impact stability through broaching and managing vessel speed to

avoid this can lead to being swamped from astern by an overtaking wave (Ayaz et al.,

2006; Womack and Johnson, 2004). Sailing abeam to the waves can induce large roll

motion, and has the highest likelihood of capsize (Al-Salem et al., 2006). Quartering

seas yield the negative effects of both following and beam seas and can be dangerous

for stability (Senjanović et al., 2000). Crossing seas, with waves approaching from a

range of directions remove the option of heading into the waves, and makes the vessel

vulnerable to beam seas (Niclasen et al., 2010). Mariners often report that the rogue

wave came from an unanticipated different direction to the dominant direction (Fretter ,

2017; Gemmrich et al., 2013), negating mariners attempts to keep the vessel in a head

sea.

The operational activities of vessels affect their vulnerability. Whilst trawling and dredg-

ing, fishing vessels have reduced stability due to a reduction in freeboard and raising of

the vessels centre of gravity (Krata, 2008). The vessels ability to react and alter heading

to lessen unexpectedly large waves is also limited. Snagged fishing gear, overloading, free

surface effects, water on deck, and shifted cargos further increase the vulnerability to

capsize (Womack and Johnson, 2004). Fishing vessels also have exposed working decks,

with an increased likelihood of crew being swept overboard by a rogue wave. In 2006,

offshore of the North Island Foveaux Strait New Zealand, the trawler FV Kotuku could

not react to two sudden large waves in a 2.5 m sea, and capsized with the loss of 6 lives

(Transport Accident Investigation Commission, 2006). In 2018, the 18.5 m commercial

longline fishing vessel Princess Hawaii capsized 740 km north of the Big Island, Hawaii

in a 3 m sea. Two rogue waves reportedly struck the quarter and the beam (Jones,

2018).

Rogue waves in small seas can also affect large vessels. It was demonstrated that rogue

waves have a significant impact on wave induced bending moment, slamming, and ship
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motions of large vessels (Bennett et al., 2016, 2014; Chen et al., 2001; Kinoshita et al.,

2006). The crew of large vessels are also at risk. In 2010 off Durban South Africa, the 108

m dry cargo ship BBC Northsea was hit by a series of large waves in an otherwise calm

sea. Green water penetrated through the anchor hawse pipes killing a nearby mariner

(IMO , 2017). In a larger sea, the 228m tanker FR8 Venture encountered a rogue wave

that swept and killed two crew.

As part of the MaxWave project, Savina et al. (2003) and Joint Commission for Oceanog-

raphy and Marine Meteorology (JCOMM) Expert Team on Maritime Safety Services,

advised research towards the creation of an operational abnormal wave warning. More

recently, there have been calls for the inclusion of a warning for rogue waves in the

weather forecasting systems (Bitner-Gregersen and Gramstad , 2015; León and Soares,

2014). The mariner would still need to interpret any warning given to avoid the haz-

ardous sea area, terminate at-risk activities, and reduce crew exposure.

1.3 Mechanisms of formation

Several physical mechanisms have been suggested for the generation of rogue waves:

spatial focusing of directionally spread waves, refraction due to currents or shoaling

topography, frequency modulation (through dispersive focusing or modulational insta-

bility), soliton interactions, or crossing seas. In this section, the mechanisms are briefly

explained to provide sufficient background for subsequent chapters. The physical mech-

anisms are comprehensively reviewed by Adcock and Taylor (2014), Dysthe et al. (2008),

Kharif et al. (2009), and Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003).

1.3.1 Spatio-temporal focusing

Surface gravity waves in deep water are dispersive and their phase and group veloci-

ties are inversely proportional to wave frequency. Longuet-Higgins and Fenton (1974)

demonstrated that by sending short waves with low group velocities down a wave tank,

followed by long waves with higher group velocities, the longer waves can meet and

overtake the shorter waves. In doing so, superposition leads to the occurrence of a wave

of large amplitude. Afterwards, the longer waves are ahead of the shorter waves and the

amplitude of the wave train decreases; therefore, this mechanism explains mariners re-

ports of the sudden appearance and disappearance of rogue waves. The concept applies

to the real ocean, as wind waves are not spatio-temporally uniform, hence the meeting

of wave groups of differing amplitude and frequency, resulting in the occurrence of rogue

waves (Kharif and Pelinovsky , 2003).
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1.3.2 Spatial focusing

Abnormal waves in close proximity to western boundary currents have long been noted

(e.g. Mallory, 1974). Ocean waves can be focused or refracted by random current eddies

(Peregrine, 1976; White and Fornberg , 1998) and cause convergence to a point creating

large amplitude abnormal waves. This phenomenon is well understood for linear waves

(Kharif et al., 2009) and knowledge of weakly non-linear wave fields is growing (Onorato

et al., 2013). The greater non-linearity caused by refractive focusing of wave fields results

in strongly non-Gaussian statistics, and an increased likelihood of extreme wave events

(Janssen, 2009). Spatial focusing can also be achieved when waves approach shoaling

topography, because they refract so that the crest aligns with the depth contours and

can lead to the focusing of energy behind small islands and reefs (Trulsen et al., 2012;

Gramstad et al., 2013).

1.3.3 Non-linear focusing

Beyond second-order wave theory, components of the wave spectrum begin to inter-

act, facilitating a range of effects not predicted by linear or second-order descriptions

of the wave field (Forristall , 2017). The basic non-linear mechanism is modulational

instability, known as the Benjamin-Feir instability (Benjamin and Feir , 1967), whereby

deviations from a regular periodic wave train are reinforced by non-linearity leading to

the development of groups. As these groups form, further focusing occurs within the

group, yielding very large isolated waves (Lake et al., 1977; Melville, 1982). Benjamin-

Feir instability forms most readily in waves of single frequency, an unlikely real-world

scenario; but a wave field with mostly one frequency, hence a spectrum with a narrow

peak, has long groups that resemble a single-frequency wave train and will tend to sep-

arate into groups. It has been demonstrated theoretically (Janssen and Bidlot , 2003),

numerically (Onorato et al., 2001; Janssen and Bidlot , 2003), and experimentally (Ono-

rato et al., 2004, 2006) that if the wave steepness is sufficiently large and the spectral

bandwidth sufficiently narrow, the mechanism can occur in random spectra (Serio et al.,

2005). This ratio of wave steepness to spectral bandwidth can be evaluated using the

Benjamin–Feir index (BFI; Onorato et al., 2001) and for random waves to experience

modulational instability, BFI must be large (Alber , 1978; Crawford et al., 1980; Yuen

and Lake, 1982; Onorato et al., 2001). Further, with increased directional spreading of

the waves, modulational instability weakens as the energy is no longer focused (Onorato

et al., 2009; Fedele, 2015; Gemmrich and Thomson, 2017).

1.3.4 Crossing seas

When two wave systems are present, for example one of swell waves and another of

the wind sea at a different direction and period, a crossing sea is formed. This can
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be identified by two peaks in the directional spectrum. The formation of rogue waves

in crossing seas was attributed to the modulational instability in the system (Onorato

et al., 2006) and are most likely when the angle between the two systems is 40◦ to 60◦

(Baronio et al., 2012).

1.3.5 Summary

Although there is no absolute consensus on the main cause of rogue waves, there is a

growing movement to suggest that the role of modulational instability in the real ocean

is minor, and that spatio-temporal focusing is the primary cause (Christou and Ewans,

2014; Fedele et al., 2016; Benetazzo et al., 2017; Cavaleri et al., 2017).

1.4 Wave field sensing

60 years since the first wave spectra were measured using a capacitance wire recorder

(Burling , 1955; Tucker and Charnock , 1955), there are a suite of options for measuring

the sea surface with some accuracy, either at a single point or over a wide spatial area.

Due to their transient nature, studies of rogue waves require the raw surface elevation

data, not just statistical averages; however, different measurement technologies perform

better than others for measuring these individual wave profiles.

1.4.1 Single point measurements

1.4.1.1 Wave buoys

Wave buoys are designed to measure sea state statistics through following the surface

motion of the waves, since the mass of the buoy equals that of the displaced water vol-

ume; therefore, measuring the vertical motion of the buoy yields wave height (Datawell

BV , 2006). Vertical motion is sensed by either accelerometers or global positioning

system (GPS) (Hauser et al., 2005; Massel , 2013). Early “pitch/roll buoys” used the

combination of heave-pitch-roll sensor and a compass to measure sea surface height and

slope (Herbers et al., 2012). The wave frequency and directional spectra can then be

obtained (Longuet-Higgins, 1963; Mitsuyasu et al., 1974; Long , 1980).

These were then replaced with accelerometer wave buoys that measure three accelera-

tions and three angular rates, solving the horizontal wave orbital displacement to give a

more robust wave direction estimate (Allender et al., 1989; Barstow et al., 1991; Anctil

et al., 1993; O’Reilly et al., 1996). A drawback of the accelerometer buoys is that the

data can be contaminated by low frequency noise. A high-pass filter can remove this,

but this may artificially enhance the extreme wave heights (Collins et al., 2014). Early
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GPS based sensors used differential measurements of the Doppler shift in GPS signals

(Krogstad et al., 1999); however, later versions use GPS velocity measurements based on

a GPS receiver, eliminating the need for an additional ground station (de Vries et al.,

2003). The advantages of GPS buoys are that they have no mechanical parts and hence

require less maintenance, and they use an external frame of reference thus not requiring

calibration, this makes the buoys smaller and cheaper. The satellite dependence pro-

duces the drawback that the buoy may lose signal when submerged in breaking waves

(Herbers et al., 2012) and atmospheric interaction has been deemed to be the cause of

a sawtooth artefact in the Datawell G4 buoy (Björkqvist et al., 2016).

A wave buoy needs to station keep about its mooring, and therefore has restoring force

applied from the mooring. Detailed discussion on the design of moorings for waves

buoys, for optimal measurement of wave frequencies whilst resisting ocean currents, is

found in Joosten (2009); nevertheless, the mooring is still a source of error. The mooring

can drag the buoy through a wave crest, or dodge around it, and this artificial influence

is difficult to quantify (Allender et al., 1989; Seymour and Castel , 1998; Niclasen and

Simonsen, 2007). There are significant low frequency errors in the wave buoy measure-

ments, affecting frequencies below 0.065 Hz, and this is attributed to the high drift forces

on the buoy (Ashton and Johanning , 2015). There is only minor reduction in response

as a result of biofouling to the bulk statistical parameters of significant wave height,

peak period, average period, and peak direction (Thomson et al., 2015); however, wave

buoys were found to have the largest error when compared to altimeter and model wave

analysis, with a large part of this attributed to representativeness error, but also qual-

ity control issues (Janssen et al., 2007). Despite this, wave buoys are often used as a

reference for emerging measurement technologies and models.

The National Data Buoy Centre (NDBC) from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration (NOAA) manages the majority of environmental buoys internationally.

Near-real time and historic data is available from these buoys; however, only a few

archive continuous surface elevation, and most only archive wave height, period, and

spectra as 20-minute averages and the individual wave heights are disposed (Seymour

and Castel , 1998).

1.4.1.2 Free-drifting buoys

Spar buoy platforms have been used in research and industry to provide a stable observa-

tional and operational platform (Graber et al., 2000). Oceanographic examples include

the Floating Instrument Platform (FLIP) (Fisher and Spiess, 1963) and the Brookhaven

Spar (Mollo-Christensen and Dorman, 1971), and are both used to measure air-sea gas

exchange. Industry examples include the Brent Spar (Bax and de Werk , 1974) and

the Oryx Spar (Halkyard and Horton, 1996), and are used in the offshore oil industry.
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To achieve extreme stability and attain natural periods greater than 25 s, the above

mentioned spars have lengths in excess of 30 m (Graber et al., 2000).

The Air-Sea Interaction Spar (ASIS) buoy is a pentagonal spar that rides waves with

periods longer than 8 s and remains stationary for waves of shorter periods. It uses an

array of 8 capacitance wave wires, corrected by accelerometers, to collect high-resolution

directional wave spectra (Anctil et al., 1993). It has been shown to compare well with

moored wave buoys (Drennan et al., 1998; Graber et al., 2000; Hauser et al., 2005;

Collins, 2012).

The Sailbuoy-Wave is an autonomous unmanned surface vessel (USV) of 2 m length

that uses wind power for propulsion that is fitted with a GPS wave sensor that records

the raw wave displacement (SailBuoy.no, 2016).

1.4.1.3 Downward looking radar

The relative individual wave height can be estimated from a platform using a radar

aimed directly down at the sea surface. The system senses all waves, independent of

wavelength, and can estimate wave period in the encounter domain (Andersen et al.,

2014). Errors can occur due to sea spray, as the radar senses this as the sea surface. The

system can be mounted to a vessel when combined with a motion sensor to compensate

for the ships motion.

1.4.1.4 Downward pointing laser

With a similar methodology to downward pointing radar, lasers operating in the near-

infrared region are used to sense individual wave height (Ngevaare, 1986). The laser

benefits from a narrower beam width, and hence footprint than the radar, but is affected

by fog as well as spray (Crabb et al., 1983).

1.4.1.5 Wavestaff

The wavestaff forms a robust method of measuring individual wave height from a fixed

platform using a pair of conducting stainless steel wire ropes separated by insulators.

The method is almost immune to fouling and is common on most offshore platforms.

The method was also deployed on a spar-buoy (Pascal et al., 2011).
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1.4.1.6 Shipborne wave recorder (SBWR)

The SBWR consists of two accelerometers and two pressure sensors that are mounted

through the hull, amidships on the port and starboard sides of the vessel. The instan-

taneous sea surface elevation is calculated from the heave of the ship and the height of

the sea surface above the pressure sensors (Holliday et al., 2006).

1.4.1.7 Over-the-bow systems

Over-the-bow systems use a wave-gap sensor, usually either a downward pointing radar

or laser, which is coupled with a bow-mounted vertical accelerometer, to calculate the

absolute height of the waves at the bow. The system provides wave height and encounter

frequency, but does not provide directional information (Stredulinsky , 2008).

1.4.1.8 Wave buoy analogy

An estimation of the wave spectra can be computed from the motions and transfer

functions of a ship, through a method that has been designed and developed by numerous

parties (Iseki and Ohtsu, 2000; Tannuri et al., 2003; Nielsen, 2005; Pascoal et al., 2007).

The spectrum is estimated based on the measured global responses of the ship and

the vessel specific Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs), both of which are assumed

stationary stochastic processes (Andersen et al., 2014). A combination of three measured

responses is found to be optimum, with at least one being centreline asymmetrical, and

responses need to be known for different speeds, headings, and loading conditions. The

wave buoy analogy uses linear transfer functions, hence assumes a linear relationship

between wave excitations and ship response. In addition, the response needs to be

significant, which for a small vessel is most sea states; however, small vessel responses

maybe highly non-linear yielding an inaccurate estimation. Large vessels do not produce

significant response to small sea states, and hence may not produce accurate estimations;

although, this may not be such an issue as the greatest interest is on larger sea states.

1.4.2 Large footprint measurements

1.4.2.1 Visual observations

In daylight and good visibility, the bridge crew can visually estimate wave height, period,

and direction of wind sea and swell. This was the main method, especially before 1980,

of producing ocean wave statistics (Hogben and Lumb, 1967) and global wave statistics

(Hogben and Lumb, 1967); however, comparison with buoy and platform data shows

large random and systematic errors in the visual estimates (Wilkerson and Earle, 1990)
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due to the simplicity and subjective nature of the measurement. An additional source of

uncertainties arises from observations made at night (Kent et al., 1993), with systematic

overestimation of day time heights compared to night time (Gulev and Hasse, 1998;

Gulev et al., 1999). Time series of raw surface elevation cannot be obtained from this

method.

1.4.2.2 Satellite measurements

Altimeters provide an excellent global coverage, with three decades of data (Young

et al., 2011, 2015), since the 1985 launch of Geosat (Zieger et al., 2009). Altimeters

only directly measure significant wave height, using a straightforward principle based

on the two-way travel time of a limited microwave pulse of known power (Royer , 2001).

Additional parameters can also be inferred from altimeter, such as wave period (Gom-

menginger et al., 2003; Mackay et al., 2008). Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), such

as the Envisat advanced synthetic aperture radar (ASAR) provides directional wave

spectra (Hasselmann et al., 1996, 1997) when operating in wave mode. The satellite

footprint is 10x7 km with a nominal spatial resolution of 9x6 m and samples every 200

km along track in a 35-day repeat orbit (Stopa et al., 2016). The sea surface elevation

field can be obtained by inverting the SAR image using a Fourier representation of the

ocean wave field, a corresponding SAR intensity image can be produced, as detailed in

Lehner et al. (2002). The inversion scheme can be corrected using a known spectrum

(Schulz-Stellenfleth et al., 2002). It is noted that this quasilinear inversion technique is

only feasible where the dominant wave system is travelling in the across satellite flight

direction, otherwise spectral energy is lost due to the azimuthal cut-off mechanism (Has-

selmann and Hasselmann, 1991; Lehner et al., 2002), a major limitation of the method

(Dysthe et al., 2008).

1.4.2.3 Shallow angle Lidar

Shipborne operation of Lidar (optical radars) at shallow angles (Belmont et al., 2008)

relies on the light scattering by the plankton in the seawater as well as backscatter

from capillary waves, trochoidal wavelets, and foams. The shallow angle, and the strict

legal requirements for the Lidars to be eye-safe results in a weak return signal, and

consequently a weak signal-to-noise ratio (Belmont et al., 2008). The system is still

very much a research technique, rather than a commercially ready technology (Belmont

et al., 2014).
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1.4.2.4 Directional wave radar systems

X-band radars are used in the marine industry in navigation radars. The X-band wave-

length (3 cm) interacts with the small capillary waves generating a detectable backscatter

signal that is modulated by gravity waves, so long as Hs > 1 m or wind speed > 3ms−1

(Bell and Osler , 2011). This is typically removed from navigational radars as noise, but

several commercial packages (WaMoS II and Wavex) utilise this noise for remote sens-

ing of the wave field. This yields images of sea surface waves over distances of several

kilometres with refresh rates in the region of 3 s (Bell and Osler , 2011). The system

has been deployed from coastal stations for monitoring of surface waves (Borge et al.,

2004). When it is not raining, the systems are capable of estimating the wave direction

and period quite accurately; however, extracting the wave elevation is more complex

(Stredulinsky and Thornhill , 2011); this is especially so when the platform is a moving

vessel because of the difficulties imaging the sea surface from extreme grazing angles

(Vogelzang et al., 2000). A comparison between SBWR and Wavex radar showed sys-

tematic over prediction Hs by Wavex, thought to be due to swell waves being treated as

wind waves for the purpose of calculating the spectral moments (Yelland et al., 2009).

Tilt- (Dankert and Rosenthal , 2004) and shadowing-based algorithms (Gangeskar , 2014)

and an algorithm exploiting the joint probability density function (PDF) of dimensionless

wave periods and wave heights (Chen et al., 2017) have been developed to derive Hs

and even directional spectra (Huang et al., 2017). These require calibration from other

sensors, such as vessel motion (Stredulinsky and Thornhill , 2011). Analysis of individual

waves in the spatio-temporal domain is still not performed.

1.5 Previous field studies

Previous research into rogue waves using in situ datasets are reviewed (Table 1.1). Near

Yara fishing harbour, Sea of Japan, wave measurements were taken between 1986 and

1990 by the Ship Research Institute. Examination of the record showed 140 rogue waves.

Analysis showed that the rogue waves could occur without dependence on wave focusing

or directionality (Mori and Yasuda, 2002). Laboratory and marine observations by

Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003) demonstrated the concept of shallow water rogue waves.

A study undertaken in Jiangsu coastal area in a 10 m water depth collected a years’

worth of data from a wave buoy. 503 rogue waves were detected in 2.6 × 106 waves

which were attributed to linear superposition and not Benjamin-Feir instability due to

the weak relationship between rogue wave occurrence and the BFI (Wang et al., 2014).

Fixed offshore platforms for oil and gas operations provide an ideal platform for wave

monitoring (Dysthe et al., 2008). The Gorm Oil Field in the central North Sea has a

water column depth of 40 m and the wave height is monitored for operational purposes
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using radar altimeters (Sand et al., 1990; Skourup et al., 1997). Hansen and Klinting

(1991) analysed a sample of 5000 individual waves of which, 24 waves exceeded the

Cmax/Hs > 1.2 criterion. In the Frigg oil field, Northern North Sea, 1.6×106 individual

waves were recorded using radar altimeters. The Hmax/Hs > 2 criterion produced 81

rogue waves, and Cmax/Hs > 1.25 produced 76 (Olagnon and Iseghem, 2000). The

statistics of the seas in which rogue waves occurred could not be differentiated from

those without rogue waves.

100 km west of Frigg, a platform in the North Alwyn field was used to collect 54,245

individual wave profiles during a storm. Analysis by Guedes Soares et al. (2003) showed

that the largest wave was 2.24Hs. These, and three other events, exceed the expected

value of 2.16Hs for this sample size. A larger 354,000-wave dataset from the same field

was analysed by Stansell (2004) with 104 exceeding the Hmax/Hs > 2 criterion. This

is again greater than the standard-model prediction. The dataset shows one wave of

height 18.04 m with an abnormality index (h/Hs) of 3.19 (Hs = 5.65 m). It was found

that rogue wave height was independent of significant wave height, significant wave

steepness, spectral bandwidth, skewness, and kurtosis of the wave field in which they

occurred. Hence there was no relationship between the height of rogue waves and the

non-linearity of the underlying wave field. This was also supported by analysis of a

number of North Sea storms by Warren et al. (1998).

Gibson et al. (2014) analysed the wave records from 8 downward pointing radars during

a storm that exceeded the 100-year mean return period for significant wave height and

period, meaning that the probability of occurrence in a given year is greater than 1 in

100. 19 rogue waves were recorded across the 8 locations. The steepness and spectral

bandwidth of the sea remained constant throughout the storm, hence there was no tem-

poral change in the design wave height and crest elevation probability distributions. In

wind speeds > 25ms−1 amplification of crest elevation beyond the second-order distri-

bution of occurrence was seen. This may have been caused by enhanced modulational

instability due to increased wind input (Gibson et al., 2014).

Four waverider buoys off the Catalan coast of Spain recorded 107 individual rogue wave

profiles. Further, analysis by Casas-Prat and Holthuijsen (2010) did not focus on rogue

wave occurrence but mentions many thousands of waves exceeding 2Hs.

The largest field study from fixed platforms contains 122× 106 waves from 22 locations

in North Sea, 5 in Gulf of Mexico, 5 in South China Sea, and one in the North West

shelf of Australia (Christou and Ewans, 2014). The sites in the Gulf of Mexico and the

North West shelf of Australia only recorded data during large storms and hurricanes,

the others provided three years of continuous sampling. The depths of the installations

ranged from 7.7 to 1311m, with Marco Polo (1311m; Anardarko), Holstein (1308m; BP),

Marlin (988m; BP), and Matterhorn (869m; Total) rigs in the Gulf of Mexico being in

deep water. A large emphasis is placed on a strict quality control procedure of the dataset
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to remove measure errors ubiquitous with field data to yield the highest quality database

possible and ensure reliable analysis. The profiles were initially quality controlled using a

series of automatic flags, then it was determined whether a sea contained a rogue wave or

not. After this, a visual inspection for the rogue wave traces was conducted. The highest

ratio of rogue waves to normal waves was at the deep-water sites in the Gulf of Mexico;

however, there is potential for bias due to the entire sample of 85,400 individual waves

being collected only during storms and hurricanes, compared to 100 million in the North

Sea, that were collected independently of weather systems. The study comprehensively

compares normal and rogue wave parameters including steepness, kurtosis, average shape

of probability density functions (PDF) of environmental conditions, and PDF of spectral

width, to gain an insight into the behaviour of rogue waves. Analysis showed that rogue

wave occurrence is independent of short-term sea state characteristics. There was no

trend in the variance-density spectrum for either uni- or bi-modal frequency spectra,

hence neither could be determined as the cause of occurrence. Further, there was no

combination of wind sea, swell, wind, or current that enhanced rogue wave occurrence.

It was concluded that rogue waves were rare events of the normal population caused by

dispersive focusing (Christou and Ewans, 2014).

Wave sampling in deep waters is more difficult due to the lack of fixed offshore platforms

and increased difficulty of using moored buoys. For a study unrelated to rogue waves,

Pinho et al. (2004) used two mooring buoys in Campos Basin, offshore of Brazil at

1250 m and 1050 m depth to collect 1.2 × 106 individual waves. They identified 197

occurrences of Hmax/Hs > 2. The most abnormal wave had a Hmax/Hs ratio of 2.54.

They noted that rogue waves occur not only during storm conditions but also during

typical sea states as well.

Two moorings 750 km offshore of Taiwan in the Philippine Sea were used as part of

2010 Impact of Typhoons on the Ocean in the Pacific project (ITOP; D’Asaro et al.

(2014)). The moorings were in a water depth of 5,500 m with an inverse catenary-style

mooring system to allow the buoys to follow the surface unobstructed (Drennan et al.,

2014). Surface elevation was calculated from double integration of the tilt-corrected

accelerometer (Bender et al., 2008). Out of a combined 3,338,006 individual waves

measured by the two buoys, 305 were rogue (Collins et al., 2014). Nine of these had

individual wave heights in excess of 15 m, with the highest rogue wave being recorded

at 21.2 m. The largest abnormality index recorded was 2.7, in a 5 m significant sea.

GPS-based wave buoys were deployed in the North West Pacific Ocean near Japan in

a water depth of 5,000 m (Waseda et al, 2014). the JAMSTEC Kuroshio Extension

Observatory (JKEO) buoy recorded 31 rogue waves, and the New Kuroshio Extension

Observatory (NKEO) buoy recorded 199 rogue waves. When the NKEO buoy broke its

moorings, it drifted for 15 days, and recorded 347 20-minute records, seeing six rogue

waves. Analysis of the highest waves in each 20-minute record showed that the fluid
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particle phase speed at the peak of the wave group can accelerate and vastly exceed that

estimated by weakly non-linear theory (Waseda et al., 2014).

16 Datawell Directional Waverider buoys operated by the Coastal Data Information

Program (CDIP) are located in deep water off California, US West Coast. Baschek and

Imai (2011) analysed 28.3 years of sampling, estimated at approximately 610 million

waves, and found 2843 exceeded Hmax > 2Hs. The buoy locations were categorised,

into deep water, representative of the open ocean; shallow water; and coastal ocean, of

variable depth sheltered by islands, showing that rogue wave occurrence is less frequent

in the shallow and the sheltered locations than in the open ocean. The results also show

regional differences, with rogue waves more frequent in the North on the Washington

coast than in the Californian Bight. Taking data from the five open ocean buoys, the

probability of encountering a rogue wave was P = 535e6.5(1–H/Hs) for H/Hs ≤ 1.75 and

P = 17, 000e11(1–H/Hs) for H/Hs > 1.75, and then applied this to global wave heights

derived from 25 km resolution QuikSCAT wind speed data, yielding a world map of the

extrapolated likelihood of encountering rogue waves in the open ocean within a 24 hour

period (Baschek and Imai , 2011).

A Datawell Directional Waverider buoy off the Pacific coast of America (Ocean Station

Papa) and a pressure wave recorder (Hecate Strait) recorded 6.1 × 106 and 2.5 × 106

waves with 209 and 91 waves exceeding 2.2Hs for each site, respectively. Gemmrich and

Thomson (2017) looked at the asymmetry of wave groups containing rogue waves, as a

mathematical study showed that wave groups with the largest waves were asymmetrical

with the largest wave moving towards the front of the wave packet (Adcock et al., 2015),

and was supported by tank observations by (Shemer et al., 2001). In another study,

no clear trend of the largest wave occurring near the front of the group with increasing

group steepness was found, disagreeing with the modelling and tank results (Gemmrich

and Thomson, 2017).
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Table 1.1: Previous field measurements of rogue wave occurrences.

Author Location Rogue waves Sample size Date Depth [m] Wave sensing method

Mori and Yasuda (2002) Taiwan coastal zone 140 unknown 1986–1990 43 3 ultrasonic wave gauges
Wang et al. (2014) Jiangsu coastal area 503 2.6× 106 Jan 2011 – Dec 2011 10 SBF3-1 Buoy
Hansen and Klinting (1991) Gorm field, North Sea 49 5× 103 unknown 40 unknown
Olagnon and Iseghem (2000) Frigg field, North Sea 157 1.6× 106 1991 - 1999 106 Radar distance meter
Guedes Soares et al. (2003) North Alwyn field, North Sea 4 54,245 16th – 22nd Nov 1997 128 Laser altimeter
Stansell (2004) North Alwyn field, North Sea 104 353,728 14 storms 128 Laser altimeter
Gibson et al. (2014) North Sea 19 unknown 14-15/12/2012 85-122 8 downward pointing radars
Casas-Prat and Holthuijsen (2010) Catalan coast, Spain unknown 1× 107 1991-2006 45-74 4 Datawell waverider buoys

Christou and Ewans (2014)

22 North Sea, 5 Gulf of Mexico,
5 South China Sea,
North West shelf of Australia 3649 122× 106 1969-2008 7.7-1311

Downward pointing radar
laser
wave staff

Pinho et al. (2004) Campos basin, Brazil 197 1.2× 106 1991-1993; 1994-1995 1250; 1050 Two moored buoys
Collins et al. (2014) Philippine Sea 305 3,338,006 2010 ∼5500 Two EASI moored buoys
Waseda et al. (2014) Kuroshio Extension Observatory 31 366 20-min seas 30/08/2009; 06/12/2009 5000 moored GPS wave buoy
Waseda et al. (2014) New Kuroshio Extension Observatory 203 5,913 20-min seas 20/06/2012; 08/03/2013 5000 moored GPS wave buoy
Baschek and Imai (2011) US West Coast, Pacific Ocean 2843 ∼ 6.1× 108 1993-2010 16-550 16 Datawell Waverider buoys
Gemmrich and Thomson (2017) Ocean station Papa, Pacific Ocean 209 6.1× 106 June 2010 – Jan 2014 4230 Datawell Waverider buoy
Gemmrich and Thomson (2017) Hecate Strait, Pacific Ocean 91 2.5× 106 Jul 2014 – Jun 2015 134 Bottom pressure recorder
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1.6 Rogue wave prediction

Wave spectra are predicted by spectral wave models such as WAVEWATCH III (WW3)

(Tolman, 2009). These models solve the random phase spectral action density-balance

equation for wavenumber-direction spectra. The implicit assumption of this equation is

that properties of medium (water depth and current) as well as the wave field itself vary

on time and space scales that are much larger than the variation scales of a single wave.

These models have been widely accepted in engineering; however, only the statistical

information of the waves can be obtained in two-dimensional, course gridded wave fields,

and they are unable to produce instantaneous surface positions.

Prediction of instantaneous wave heights in the near-field uses measurements of the

previous motion of the sea surface, to predict the future sea surface. Prediction of the

wave field and the subsequent vessel motion is desirable for many offshore operations, e.g.

crane lifts, ship-to-ship transfers, seaboat launch and recovery, and helicopter landing

operations (Niclasen et al., 2010). These form the drivers for research into operational

systems. The sea can be described as a stochastic process (Pierson et al., 1955; Tucker

and Pitt , 2001; Kinsman, 2002). On long time scales, this is the only manageable

approach; however, on short timescales on the order of tens of seconds, a deterministic

system may use available information of the sea surface at a given location in space and

time, combined with the physical laws, to predict the future sea surface elevation (e.g.

Forsberg (1985)). Determinism requires a high accuracy for each individual sample and

the complexity of non-linear calculations requires supercomputer resources. Therefore,

most practical maritime operational wave forecasting is restricted to linear sea models.

This is restrictive, but the majority of maritime applications only need to know the wave

height is less than a certain threshold (Belmont et al., 2014).

Rogue wave prediction is another area of research, and the transient nature of rogue

waves that are said to “appear from nowhere and disappear without a trace” (Akhmediev

et al., 2009), raised the question if their prediction would ever be possible (Olagnon and

Prevosto, 2005; Alam, 2014). Mitigating the costly effects of rogue wave encounter

through prediction is a key, and yet unresolved, challenge.

1.6.1 Theory derived indicators

Ships have long been warned about transiting through the Agulhas current when the

wave system is against the current flow (Bitner-Gregersen and Gramstad , 2015). As part

of the MaxWave project, Savina et al. (2003) and Joint Commission for Oceanography

and Marine Meteorology (JCOMM) Expert Team on Maritime Safety Services, advised

the inclusion of a warning for rogue waves in the weather forecasting systems. The

association between spectral wave parameters and the occurrence of rogue waves has
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been noted by several authors as a potential indicator of rogue waves (Onorato et al.,

2001; Janssen and Bidlot , 2003; Mori and Janssen, 2006; Mori et al., 2011).

A warning criterion for rogue waves based on the BFI, and crossing seas of 40◦ − 60◦

with similar frequencies and energies, were decided to be the warning criteria (Toffoli

et al., 2011; Bitner-Gregersen et al., 2014a), as well as knowledge of current influence

(Onorato et al., 2011). Investigation by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute shows

that improvements are needed for the warning criteria to be fully satisfactory .

Boccotti (2008) used the linear quasi-determinism (QD) theory that relies upon the fact

that profiles of large amplitude waves resemble the autocorrelation function (Lindgren,

1970; Boccotti , 1983). The method was extended for second order effects by Fedele

and Tayfun (2009), and comparisons with field data from the North Sea show accurate

descriptions of the distribution of large wave crests.

Bitner-Gregersen et al. (2014b) showed that coupling of spectral wave models with

numerical phase-resolving models, such as Nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) or

Higher-Order Spectral Model (HOSM), might provide warning criteria for rogue waves.

Alam (2014) defines a predictability horizon in two-dimensional unidirectional broad-

band seas that is a function of the sea state (i.e., severity of the ambient ocean waves),

the height of the anticipated rogue wave, and the level of uncertainties in the ocean

measurements.

1.6.2 Precursors

Precursors in time-series data are important in a wide variety of fields as adverse events

are expensive; a plane crash may kill hundreds and cost millions (McGovern et al.,

2011), an earthquake and subsequent tsunami may destroy an entire region (McGuire

et al., 1996). To circumvent computationally expensive non-linear models, a precursor to

the extreme event is sought. Birkholz et al. (2015) employed the Grassberger-Procaccia

nonlinear time-series analysis (Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983; Abarbanel et al., 1993)

to gauge predictability in the Draupner wave profile (Haver and Karunakaran, 1998;

Haver , 2004). There is indication of some determinism, the value of which is independent

of the extreme value statistics.

In a computational approach, Cousins and Sapsis (2016) analysed the interplay between

non-linear wave mechanisms that define which waves groups will focus due to modulation

instabilities, and the power spectrum that defines wave group formation due to random

phase difference between harmonics. Over a critical length scale, the locally concen-

trated energy acts as a trigger of non-linear focussing deriving short-term precursors of

rare events, mitigating for the need to solve the computationally expensive governing
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equations. However, the authors note that precursors could be used to identify near-

field regions wherein computational effort should be targeted, increasing the efficiency

of direct numerical models (Cousins and Sapsis, 2016).

1.6.3 Machine learning

The discovery of precursors to rare events is difficult because these events are sporadic

and often have different and complex modes of failure, causing experts in the field to

identify already known precursors and miss combinations of several variables in a highly

dimensional dataset (Janakiraman et al., 2016). Machine learning algorithms are able

to handle high-dimensionality and seek novel relationships, to develop predictive models

of rare events. The large dataset of ocean waves, containing a significant number of

rogue waves, may allow for the discovery of precursors using this technique.

1.7 Aims and Objectives

Aim: Better inform maritime safety through analysis of field observations of rogue waves.

Objectives:

1. Collate and quality control a large dataset of rogue waves with a large spatial

diversity.

2. Assess the relationship of short-term sea state statistics and rogue wave occurrence

3. Analyse the spatial variability of rogue wave occurrence and assess the relationship

of long-term averaged sea state statistics and rogue wave occurrence

4. Assess the temporal variability of rogue waves

5. Assess the ability for machine learning algorithms to predict rogue wave occurrence

using short-term sea state statistics.

1.8 Research approach

In Chapter 1 we have found that further field studies are needed to better understand

rogue waves, and that surface following wave buoys provide a consistent long-term in situ

sampling platform. We quality control and analyse the data in Chapter 2 by performing

analysis with the dataset in bulk, and at 80 separate locations. Using a subset of the

dataset, Chapter 3 investigates on the temporal variability of rogue wave occurrence on

the US Western seaboard. Using the outcomes of Chapters 1 , 3 , and 4 , the ability
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of a predictive model using machine learning algorithms is constructed and assessed in

Chapter 5 . The findings of the research are then discussed in Chapter 6 , and the

consequences learnt for the maritime industry outlined.

Chapter 3 is an edited published manuscript (Appendix C), Chapter 4 an edited pub-

lished manuscript (Appendix D), and Chapter 5 a publishable manuscript.





Chapter 2

Methods

In this chapter we discuss the dataset and common methods used within this thesis.

2.1 Dataset

The data analysed here consists of vertical displacement recorded by 80 Datawell wa-

verider buoys around the coast of North America and Pacific Ocean islands, and covers

diverse wave environments, from fetch-limited coastal bays to the deep ocean away from

coastal processes (Figure 2.1). The earliest record began in August 1993, and the most

recent data from active buoys cut-off at February 2017, with buoy record lengths varying.

In contrast to many previous wave buoy studies, the buoys are continuously measuring,

not just switched on during storms.

Of these 80 buoys, 15 have a raw surface elevation data duration of at least 10 years

and are located in the US western seaboard (Appendix D). We take only these ones for

temporal analysis in Chapter 4.

The wave buoys are managed by, and the data freely available from, the Coastal Data In-

formation Program (CDIP), operated by Scripps Institution of Oceanography. Datawell

waverider buoys use accelerometers to measure waves with periods of 1.6–30 s and wave

heights up to 40 m with a vertical resolution of 0.01 m. The vertical displacement of the

buoy is sampled at a rate of 3.84 Hz; however, data are transmitted and logged on-board

with a sampling frequency of 1.28 Hz. Here we use data from the buoy’s memory card

data to avoid transmission losses.

Wave buoys are designed primarily for the estimation of average sea state statistics,

such as significant wave height, rather than for recording the exact spatio-temporal

parameters of individual waves. Wave buoys are a Lagrangian measurement of the

sea surface, obtained through following the particle flow, within the limitation of the

23
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Figure 2.1: Map showing the location and name of the 80 Datawell waverider buoys
used in the study. The point colour indicates the water depth at the buoys location

restraining forces of its mooring system. The particles in the surface water move forward

in the crests and backwards in the trough, thus the buoy spends more time in the peak,

elongating it with respect to time, and less time in the trough, and hence sharpening it

(Tucker and Pitt , 2001). This in effect linearises the wave time series (Figure 2.2; James

(1986); Magnusson et al. (1999)). Wave height measurement will remain the same as a

Eulerian point measurement; however, the wave crest height and shape will not be truly

represented.

Further, wave buoys can underestimate the wave peaks by avoiding the 3-D peak of

the wave (Allender et al., 1989) or by being dragged through the crest, avoiding short-

crested extreme waves (Seymour and Castel , 1998). Wave buoys are also subject to

biofouling (Thomson et al., 2015), vandalism (Beets et al., 2015), and affected by tidal

currents.

These drawbacks in sampling using wave buoys are mitigated by the unparalleled spatial

distribution, length of record, and consistency of continuous surface elevation measure-

ment by the Datawell Waverider buoys (Casas-Prat and Holthuijsen, 2010).
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Figure 2.2: Illustration showing the linearised wave timeseries of a Langrangian wave
buoy with respect to Eulerian point measurements

2.2 Quality control (QC) and initial processing of the dataset

Field measurements of waves are subject to errors that must be removed to obtain a high

quality and reliable dataset. Therefore, a strict QC procedure is required. Furthermore,

since this study is looking at extreme individual wave events, not just sea state statistics

where the occasional spike would be smoothed in the large sample, a stringent QC

procedure for data failing flags was applied.

Each displacement time series was split into non-overlapping 20-minute seas, the typical

observational period. The buoy automatically flags questionable, bad, or missing data

points in the same time domain as the vertical displacement, and CDIP also runs a

shore-side QC process. Any 20-minute sea with an error flag was removed, as sufficient

quantity of data allowed this rather than attempting to fix observations by removing

single erroneous data points (Makri et al., 2016). For each sea, the vertical displacement

time series was linearly interpolated to increase the time resolution by a factor of 10,

then split into waves defined by their zero up-crossing. The zero up-crossing wave period,

wave height, and crest height were then calculated for each wave.

Screening of erroneous values not identified by the buoy or CDIP’s QC took place using

a series of filters. The entire 20-minute sea was removed if it had values in excess of the

buoy’s displacement limits or failed any of the following flags based on the QC process

undertaken by Christou and Ewans (2014):

• Flag a) Individual waves with a zero-crossing wave period > 25 seconds.
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• Flag b) The rate of change of surface elevation, Sy, exceeded by a factor of two:

Sy =
2πσ

Tz

√
2 lnNz (2.1)

where σ is the is the standard deviation of the surface elevation η, Nz is the number

of zero up-crossing periods (Tz).

• Flag c) Flag b, running from time maxima to minima.

• Flag d) 10 consecutive data points of the same value.

• Flag e) Absolute crest or trough elevation is greater than 5 times the standard

deviation of the 20-minute water surface elevation.

• Flag f) A single zero-crossing containing > 1499 data points.

An example of a typical error is shown in Figure 2.3. Seas are flagged as rogue if they

contain a wave that exceeds either Eq. 1.1 or 1.2.

Seas not containing rogue waves are hereafter referred to as normal seas. Rogue waves

were then subject to a visual QC as performed by Christou and Ewans (2014) and Makri

et al. (2016) to ensure erroneous waves were not included in the analysis, examples of

which are shown in Figure 2.4. Although subjective, experience gained reviewing rogue

waves and previous literature allowed sound identification of instrument error.

Figure 2.3: An example of a typical error in the buoy displacement timeseries, where
a single data point is erroneously low.
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Figure 2.4: Example 20 minute buoy displacement time series containing large rogue
waves that occurred in seas of low Hs, with example a) Hs of 3.11 m and hrogue of
21.31 m and b) Hs of 2.72 m and a hrogue of 18.52 m. Both examples passed visual

quality control.
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From an initial dataset size equivalent to 13.2 million 20-minute seas, 11.4 million seas

(86%) passed QC. These seas contain 1.1 billion individual wave profiles; of these, 74,262

were rogue waves with Abnormality Index (h/Hs; AI) of 2 < AI < 3, 120 with 3 < AI <

4, 30 with 4 < AI < 5, and 19 with AI > 5 (Figure 2.5a). 21,682 had a Cmax/Hs ratio

exceeding 1.25, 324 exceeding 1.75, 137 exceeding 2.25, and 67 exceeding 2.75 (Figure

2.5b). The dataset covers extensive range of significant wave heights up to 14 m, peak

wave heights exceeding 20 m, and crest elevations up to 14 m.

The Rayleigh distribution gives the theoretical distribution of wave heights, assuming

linear theory and a narrow banded spectrum (Longuet-Higgins, 1952) and allows the

theoretical number of rogue waves to be calculated. A wave of h/Hs > 2 occurs on

average every 2.98×103 waves. Therefore, with a dataset of 1.1 billion waves, on average

3.69×105 waves would exceed this threshold; however, the Rayleigh distribution is known

to substantially overpredict the heights of the highest waves in a record (Forristall , 1978),

usually attributed to wave-breaking (Adcock and Taylor , 2014).

2.3 Calculating sea state parameters

The Abnormality Index (AI) gives a metric to the severity of the rogue waves:

hrogue
Hs

or
Crmax

Hs
(2.2)

For ease of interpretation we normalise the AI and examine the excessAI:

hrogue
Hs

− 2

or
Crmax

Hs
− 1.25 (2.3)

Spectral bandwidth can be an indicator of the strength of non-linear focusing Janssen

and Bidlot (2003) and the spectral bandwidth parameter ν is calculated from the mo-

ments of the spectrum:

mn =

∫ ∞
0

fnS(f)∂f (2.4)

where S(f) is the non-directional energy density spectrum, with Hs = 4
√
m0.
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[p]

Figure 2.5: Grey points represent normal seas and black rogue seas and display: a)
the maximum wave height of each 20-minute sea that passed QC as a function of the
significant wave height, with the degrees of abnormality index (h/Hs) marked; and b)
the maximum crest elevation in each 20-minute sea as a function of significant wave

height, with degrees of abnormality (Cmax/Hs) displayed
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ν =

√
m2m0

m1m1
− 1 (2.5)

where m0,m1,m2, andm4 are the zeroth-, first-, second-, and fourth-order spectral mo-

ments, respectively, calculated from Eq. 2.4

For narrow bandwidths ν tends to zero, and the wave energy is concentrated near the

spectral peak frequency, as individual waves have similar frequency with differing am-

plitudes modulated by the wave envelope. Values of ν approaching 1 are due to a broad

spectrum, with wave energy distributed over a wide spread of frequencies.

2.3.1 Correcting for changes in buoy type

The buoy record is historical and not intended designed for climatological analysis

(Gemmrich et al., 2011). Over time, the buoys deployed at each of the 15 locations

were upgraded; however, the hull form and mass of the buoys remains constant, and

hence their response to the wave field. The accelerometry also remains constant, and

the recorded response is the same across the entire time series. As the buoys were

upgraded from the mark 1 to the mark 2, and then to the mark 3 over the course of

the time series, there is a change in sample completeness. This results from the mark

1 using a shore-based data receiver, whereas the mark 2 onwards had on-board data

loggers. As with all rare event sampling, rogue wave detection is a function of sampling

time; therefore, the rogue wave occurrence count needs to be normalised as a function

of sampling.

PercentageRougeWaveOccurance =
MonthlyRogueWaveCount

MonthlyWaveCount
× 100 (2.6)

2.3.2 Estimation of the trend

The aim is to determine the magnitude of a monotonic trend and whether it is statisti-

cally significant. A Theil-Sen estimator, an unbiased estimator of the slope in a linear

regression, is displayed on the time series of monthly mean resampled data to indicate

the trend. The Mann-Kendall (MK) test is a non-parametric test of randomness against

trend (Kendall , 1948; Sen, 1968). The presence of a monotonic trend and significance

level was assessed using a seasonal MK test, which has been extensively utilised in hy-

drology research, and was deemed to be the most accurate for assessing trends in the

wave data (Young et al., 2011).

The seasonal MK test runs a MK test on each season individually (Boreal Winter:

November-January; Spring: February-April; Summer: May-July; Autumn: August-

October). The overall statistic is calculated from summing each of the season’s MK
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statistic using SciPy statistical function for masked arrays: kendalltau seasonal (Scipy ,

2019). Statistical significance at the 90th, 95th, and 99th percent level was determined

with a two-sided p-value of the overall statistic, less than 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01, respec-

tively. Further sensitivity analysis of temporal trends using bootstrapping is detailed

and presented in Appendix D.





Chapter 3

Can rogue waves be predicted

using characteristic wave

parameters?

3.1 Abstract

Rogue waves are ocean surface waves larger than the surrounding sea that can pose a

danger to ships and offshore structures. They are often deemed unpredictable without

complex measurement of the wave field and computationally intensive calculation which

is infeasible in most applications, consequently there a need for fast predictors. Here we

collate, quality control, and analyse the largest dataset of single-point field measurements

from surface following wave buoys to search for predictors of rogue wave occurrence. We

find that analysis of the sea state parameters in bulk yields no predictors, as the subset

of seas containing rogue waves sits within the set of seas without. However, spectral

bandwidth parameters of rogue seas display different probability distributions to normal

seas, but these parameters are rarely provided in wave forecasts. When location is

accounted for, trends can be identified in the occurrence of rogue waves as a function of

the average sea state characteristics at that location. These trends follow a power law

relationship with the characteristic sea state parameters: mean significant wave height

and mean zero up-crossing wave period. We find that frequency of occurrence of rogue

waves and their generating mechanism is not spatially uniform, and each location is likely

to have its own unique sensitivities which increase in the coastal seas. We conclude that

forecastable predictors of rogue wave occurrence will need to be location specific and

reflective of their generation mechanism. Therefore, given location and a sufficiently

long historical record of sea state characteristics, the likelihood of occurrence can be

obtained for mariners and offshore operators.

33
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3.2 Introduction

This chapter is organised as follows. First, the potential causal links between rogue

waves and sea state parameters is investigated. Second, we examine the average shape

of rogue waves for a range of size criteria. Third, the spatial distribution of rogue waves

is mapped. We conclude by discussing the implications of our analysis in the context of

previous rogue wave studies.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Sea state parameters

Assessing the occurrence of rogue waves as a function of the statistics of the sea state

in which they occur could indicate the method of their generation. Furthermore, a link

between forecastable wave parameters and rogue wave occurrence could facilitate a low

computational-cost predictor of rogue wave events.

Wave steepness has been cited as an explanation for rogue wave formation because,

under certain conditions, non-linear interactions beyond second order can provide sig-

nificant increases in wave elevation and steepness (Gibson and Swan, 2007). Plotting

the common wave parameters significant wave height (Hs) and peak wave period (Tp;

Figure 3.1), with each point representing a 20-minute sea that passed the QC procedure,

gives an indication of steepness. The seas containing rogue waves primarily lie within

the distribution of normal seas, and normal seas are as steep as, or steeper than, rogue

seas therefore, steepness cannot be the exclusive causal factor in rogue event formation.

The marginal PDF of Hs indicates that the majority of rogue waves occur in seas with

low significant wave height, and that there is no discernible link between Hs and rogue

wave occurrence when bulk analysing the dataset as a many independent seas. The

marginal PDF of Tp shows a bimodal distribution for both rogue sea and normal seas,

with peaks at 8 s and 14 s. Rogue seas display increased probability, relative to normal

seas, in seas with Tp < 6 s. We discuss the distribution of period further below.

Another assessment of the role of steepness is the analysis of maximum crest height in

the 20-minute sea as a function of the mean sea state steepness S1 (Figure 3.1b):

S1 = (2π/g)(Hs/(T
2
1 )) (3.1)

where g is gravitational acceleration, and mean wave period T1 = m0
m1

calculated from

the first two moments of the wave spectrum:
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Figure 3.1: a) Probability density function of significant wave height for seas contain-
ing a rogue wave (black dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill). b) Significant wave
height with peak period, indicating wave steepness, for 20-minute samples of rogue seas
(black points) and normal seas (grey points). c) Probability density function of peak

period height for rogue seas (black dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill)

mn =

∫ ∞
0

fnS(f)∂f (3.2)

where S(f) is the non-directional energy density spectrum, with Hs = 4
√

(m0).

As previously seen, the rogue seas mostly sit within the normal seas, and there are

normal seas with greater steepness than rogue seas and the marginal PDF of S1 shows

little deviation between the rogue and normal seas (Figure 3.2e). Furthermore, the

distributions of maximum values for rogue seas and normal seas do not form separate

distributions (Figure 2.5).

The relative importance of non-linearities can be measured by looking at the maximum

crest height as a function of wave skewness λ3 (Figure 3.2c) and the excess kurtosis

λ40(Figure 3.2d):

λ3 =
η̄3

σ3
(3.3)

λ40 =
η̄4

σ4
− 3 (3.4)
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where overbars denote statistical averages, and σ the standard deviation of the surface

elevation η (n.b. σ2 = m0). For a Gaussian sea λ3 = 0, λ40 = 0. The excess kurto-

sis describes the degree that an actual probability distribution deviates from Gaussian

distribution. The skewness describes the effects of non-linearities on the geometry and

statistics of the sea surface, with increased skewness implying more pointed crests and

shallower, more rounded, troughs (Fedele and Tayfun, 2009; Tayfun, 1980; Tayfun and

Fedele, 2007). The rogue seas sit within the bounds of the normal seas (Figure 3.2c) and

the marginal PDF of skewness shows that rogue seas are not particularly skewed (Figure

3.2f). Therefore, skewness cannot distinguish rogue-containing seas from normal seas.

Rogue seas have increased excess kurtosis compared to normal seas (Figure 3.2d, g);

however, by definition a sea with a rogue wave will have a wave much larger than the

surrounding sea, hence an increased kurtosis, and removing the rogue wave from the

20-minute sea reduces the kurtosis (Stansell , 2004).

Spectral bandwidth can be an indicator of the strength of non-linear focusing (Janssen

and Bidlot , 2003). The spectral width parameters ε and ν are calculated by:

ε =

√
1− m2

2

m0m4
(3.5)

Figure 3.2: a) The probability density function of the maximum crest height of the
20-minute sea for rogue seas (black dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill). Maximum
crest height as a function of b) sea state steepness S1, c) skewness, and d) excess
kurtosis. Probability density functions of e) sea state steepness S1, f) skewness, and g)

excess kurtosis for rogue seas (black dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill)
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ν =

√
m2m0

m1m1
− 1 (3.6)

where m0,m1,m2,andm4 are the zeroth-, first-, second-, and fourth-order spectral mo-

ments, respectively, calculated from Eq. 3.2. For narrow bandwidths ε and ν approach

zero, and the wave energy is concentrated near the peak frequency, as individual waves

have similar frequency with differing amplitudes modulated by the wave envelope. Val-

ues of ε and ν approaching 1 are due to a wide spectrum, with wave energy distributed

over widespread frequencies.

Typical values for wave conditions during a storm are ν ≈ 0.3 − 0.5 (Massel , 2013),

and normal seas form a distribution about this with a peak at 0.45. The distribution

of ν indicates that although the most likely spectral bandwidth is similar for rogue

and normal seas (Figure 3.3a), the probability of getting rogues increases in seas with

a higher bandwidth. The distribution of ε (Figure 3.3b) supports this by indicating

rogue waves with an AI > 2 are more likely to occur at higher spectral widths, and this

would suggest that these rogues are unlikely to be generated by modulational instability.

The distribution for the crest height criterion differs from this however, showing higher

probability in seas with narrow spectral bandwidth.

Figure 3.3: Probability density functions of spectral bandwidth parameters a) ν and
b) ε for normal seas (grey fill), rogue seas – crest criteria (black dot), and rogue seas

height criteria (black dash)
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The spectral width parameter ν is preferred to ε because ε depends on the fourth order

moment of the spectrum (Eq. 3.5) and tends to infinity logarithmically with the high-

frequency cut-off (Tucker and Pitt , 2001). Although ν also depends on a high frequency

cut-off, fc, the variation is less than 10% for (fc×Tp) > 5 (Rye, 1977). The wave buoys

apply a low-pass filter of 1.5 Hz due to geometric attenuation, when the wave wavelength

becomes comparable to the buoy dimensions, and the buoy can no longer follow them.

Therefore, for Tp > 3.33 s the variation in ν is less than 10%.

3.3.2 Average waveshape

Mariners describe the shape of rogue waves as “walls of water” or “holes in the ocean”

(Gibbs & Taylor, 2005), fitting the crest height (Eq. 1.1) and wave height criteria (Eq.

1.2), respectively. A rogue crest would appear as a “wall of water” above the mean

surface level, and for a height criteria rogue, the ship would fall into a deep preceding

trough, far below the mean surface level, appearing as a “hole in the ocean”. The buoys

store surface elevation continuously, allowing an analysis of the shape of rogue waves

(Figure 3.4).

When averaged, the waves that exceed the crest elevation criterion (Eq. 1.2) have an

average crest elevation of 1.48, exceeding the 1.25 threshold. This average rogue wave

shape has a larger crest and shallower preceding trough than the average shape of the

Figure 3.4: The average height and period normalised wave shape of rogue waves
with a crest height greater than 1.25Hs (red), rogue waves with a wave height greater

than 2Hs (blue), and the highest 1% of normal waves (green)
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largest 1% of normal waves, as described by Walker et al. (2004). This differs from

the shape seen by Christou and Ewans (2014), which had deeper troughs and a peak

of equal height. However, waves that exceed the wave height criterion (Eq. 1.1) do not

exceed their individual threshold when averaged. This is thought to be a consequence of

the normalising and averaging, which smooths out the troughs, making them shallower.

We examine this more closely in Figure 3.5, and try to improve the normalisation by

normalising by Twave rather than Tp where:

Twave = Tfollowingtrough − Tprecedingtrough (3.7)

Furthermore, we now average the waves by using the median, a more stable average

than the mean, as it is less sensitive to outliers, allowing an improved representation of

the average shape. With an input AI of > 2 (Figure 3.5a), the AI of the average wave is

1.9. This is due to troughs not perfectly aligning and becoming smoothed in the median

averaging.

The trough preceding the peak is deeper than that following. To get an average AI of 2,

then AI > 2.136. Increasing the input to AI > 3 the average AI exceeds the input, with

AI = 3.336. In this case, the trough following the peak is deeper than that preceding.

This trend continues with input AI > 4 and AI > 5, with the following trough getting

deeper, relative to the preceding trough, and displays increased noise, likely due to the

reduction in the number of samples with high AI. A deeper trough following a high crest

could result in an experience like falling into a “hole” in the ocean that mariners report.

As expected, the crests are peaky and the troughs more rounded, this evidencing the

non-linearity despite the wave buoys linearising the sea (Longuet-Higgins, 1963; Tayfun,

1980). The average rogue wave (by crest height criterion only) shape from the Christou

and Ewans (2014) database revealed equal minimum elevation of troughs preceding and

following the peak, and the shape of six rogue waves, including the Draupner wave,

revealed no relationship (Benetazzo et al., 2017).

3.3.3 Spatial variations

The frequency of occurrence of rogue waves was seen to vary across a small region by

Baschek and Imai (2011). The spatially diverse dataset compiled here allows for the

novel analysis of rogue wave occurrence as a function of averaged sea state parameters

(Figure 3.6).

Rare hazardous events occur at a range of intensities, with the occurrence rate being

a decreasing function of their intensity, and often follow a power law rate-intensity

relationship. With increasing rogue wave prevalence, the height of rogue waves (Figure
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Figure 3.5: The average shape of the peak aligned and normalised (withHs and Twave)
sea surface elevation for a range of input AI: a) 2, b) 2.136, displaying an average AI
of 2, c) 3, d) 4, and e) 5. A standard deviation about the median shown in grey shade.
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3.6a), the significant wave height (Figure 3.6b), and the zero-crossing period (Figure

3.6c) of the seas in which they occur, decrease. Zero crossing wave period bifurcates

(Figure 3.6c), with buoys in the Atlantic showing a stronger dependence on wave period

compared to those in the Pacific, with Pacific wave period longer than Atlantic locations.

This is likely the explanation of the bimodal distribution in the marginal PDF of Tp

(Figure 3.1).

In the Pacific Ocean, rogue wave occurrence shows a relationship with spectral band-

width parameters and could be indicative of the generation mechanism at specific sites

(Figure 3.7). The distribution of percentage rogue wave occurrence shows that rogue

waves are more prevalent in the Southern Californian Bight (SCB; Figure 3.7). The wave

climate in the region is complex (Adams et al., 2008; O’Reilly et al., 2016). Aleutian

low sourced waves, approach the SCB from the northwest during La Niña, and more

from the west during El Niño (Adams et al., 2008; Graham and Diaz , 2001). There are

Northwest swell generated along the California coast, tropical storms formed off Mexico

(Inman et al., 1996; Inman and Jenkins, 1997), Southern Hemisphere swell during sum-

mer months with small wave height and long period, sea-breeze waves, and Santa Ana

wind waves (Adams et al., 2008; Guzman-Morales et al., 2016). The complexity is fur-

ther compounded by wave refraction, diffraction, and sheltering by Point Conception, at

the northern end of the SCB, which blocks waves from > 315◦, the complex bathymetry

of the California Borderlands, and the Channel Islands (Adams et al., 2008; Pawka,

1983; Pawka et al., 1984). It is therefore logical to have high average ν in the region

(Figure 3.7), confirming that the role of instability in forming the rogues in the SCB is

likely minimal. Additionally, Kaumalapau, Lanai, Hawaii (CDIP buoy 146) shows high

rogue wave occurrence and a large ν.

In contrast, there is high rogue wave occurrence in the Cook Inlet, Alaska (CDIP buoys

175 and 204) but low average ν. The Cook Inlet, has a tidal range of 8-9 m, forcing

currents about 1–2ms−1 during full tidal flow, and currents are generated by wind and

baroclinic forcing (Singhal et al., 2013). Wave height and steepness could increase due

to a strong opposing current (Kharif and Pelinovsky , 2003; Onorato et al., 2011; Toffoli

et al., 2003) by altering the dispersion relation and spatially focus wave energy, forming

rogue waves (Heller et al., 2008; Lavrenov , 1998; Peregrine, 1976).

In the Southern Gulf of Alaska, Ocean Station Papa (50◦N, 145◦W ) is situated on the

southern edge of the cyclonic northeast Pacific subpolar gyre (Pelland et al., 2016). The

currents are weak in the low energy Gulf of Alaska (Freeland , 2007) and hence the site is

representative of the open Pacific Ocean. The site has low average spectral bandwidth

and low rogue wave prevalence, further indicating that coastal processes enhance rogue

wave occurrence likelihood.

The buoys on the Eastern seaboard of North America are located on the continental

shelf and have prevailing offshore winds, explaining a lower average significant wave
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Figure 3.6: Logged statistical average (denoted by overbar) of a) rogue wave height,
b) significant wave height, and c) zero up-crossing wave period, as a function of logged
percentage rogue seas for each of the 80 wave buoys. Water depth at the buoy location
is denoted with point colour and ocean by shape: squares for Pacific Ocean and circles
for Atlantic Ocean. Linear regressions and associated parameters are displayed for

Pacific and Atlantic independently in c.
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Figure 3.7: Map of the percentage rogue seas (marker size) and the average spectral
bandwidth parameter ν (marker colour).

height compared to the West coast. The prevalence of rogue waves here is greater than

the majority of the Pacific coast, but their cause of formation difficult to define with the

available data. Spectral bandwidth is average in the southern sites and narrows with

increasing latitude (Figure 3.7).

3.4 Discussion

Wave forecasts provide the characteristic sea state parameters (Hs, Tp, Tz, etc.), and a

relationship between them and rogue wave occurrence would provide mariners a compu-

tationally cheap tool to assess the likelihood of rogue waves; however, when analysed as

a dataset of 1.1 million individual 20-minute seas, no clear link can be found. Support-

ing Christou and Ewans (2014) finding that “rogue waves are not governed by sea state

parameters”. When the data is examined as 80 spatially differing time series, the rogue

wave occurrence likelihood at the location can be examined as a function of the average

sea state characteristics. This yields power law relationships between occurrence and

mean Hs and mean Tz (Figure 3.6). This allows the likelihood of rogue wave occurrence

to be predicted at a location given the long-term average sea state characteristics. Fur-

thermore, the application of machine learning tools on the dataset may find novel links

based on these parameters by building predictive models that extract patterns from
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large datasets. To the author’s knowledge, this has not been undertaken on an ocean

wave dataset and will be performed in Chapter 5.

The spectral width parameter ν could provide a novel indicator of rogue wave occurrence:

seas with a high spectral bandwidth may have increased rogue wave likelihood. This

finding is in contrast to that of Christou and Ewans (2014) who showed that rogue waves

were more narrow-banded. Wave groups in seas with narrow spectral bandwidth stay

coherent for a longer period than a broadband spectrum; thus, non-linear instabilities,

such as the Benjamin-Feir instability or modulational instability, are more effective.

Rogue waves occurring in seas with a broad spectral bandwidth indicates that Benjamin-

Feir instability may not be the cause of rogue wave occurrence.

Spatial analysis is complex as wave characteristics at a local scale cannot fully be un-

derstood by solely looking at the local conditions as both the locally generated waves,

the wind sea, and swell waves from distant storms need to be understood, but this is

beyond the scope of our present analysis. In addition, the buoys provide some direc-

tionality information through their north and west displacement, which has not been

incorporated into this study due to computational constraints. This information could

allow the investigation of crossing seas and spreading angle as a rogue wave generation

mechanism with the statistical power that this large dataset provides. Again, this is left

to a future study.

The cause of formation of rogue waves differs with location: In the Southern Californian

Bight, rogues occur with high spectral bandwidth, and therefore mariners may be able

to use this as a statistical predictor. In the Cook Inlet however, this would not yield a

suitable warning, as entirely different processes may generate the rogue waves. Therefore,

it is unlikely that a predictor can be based on one parameter, and any predictors will

need to be region specific.

Rogue wave occurrence is low at Ocean Station Papa in the Pacific Ocean (50◦N, 145◦W ),

the most open-ocean like buoy in the dataset. This suggests that coastal processes am-

plify the number of rogue waves. However, deep open ocean areas are under-sampled,

and hence under-represented in this, and all previous studies, due to the complications

of offshore mooring systems for buoys in deep waters and the cost of maintenance.

Wave buoys provide a single point time series and therefore only capture rogue waves

occurring at that point, but whether or not a wave is breaking cannot be determined

from the time series. It is possible that rogue waves could occur nearby but not directly

at the buoy’s locations and hence the likelihood of rogue waves is under represented by

buoys (Benetazzo et al., 2015; Fedele et al., 2013). This can be investigated numerically

with simulations of high-order spectral calculations of the Euler equations for water

waves (Dommermuth and Yue, 1987; Fedele et al., 2016), and experimentally using

stereo imagery to form spatio-temporal records of 3D wave fields (Benetazzo et al., 2012;

Gallego et al., 2011). A recent study by Benetazzo et al. (2017), used this method to show
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that the probability of encountering rogue waves in space and time is at least an order of

magnitude larger than when restricting the analysis to a point time series. Additionally,

the spatial element is important when considering the rogue wave encounter likelihood

for ships and offshore structures which have a spatial footprint rather than simply being

at a point (Benetazzo et al., 2017).

The scientific definition of a rogue wave (Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.2) form somewhat arbitrary

thresholds that do not account for the sudden and severe characteristics of a real rogue

wave as reported by mariners. Further work is required to formulate an improved def-

inition that better encompasses the severity and unexpected nature of rogue waves as

reported by mariners. It would then be valuable to assess the likelihood of exceeding

this improved definition using extreme value analysis.

3.5 Summary and Conclusions

We collated and quality controlled the largest dataset of individual wave profiles for

the investigation of rogue waves. The large size still did not yield a discernible link

between rogue wave occurrence and the statistics of the 20-minute seas in which they

occurred. When the data was assessed as 80 separate locations with a long record

of seas, power law relationships of rogue wave occurrence and the average rogue wave

height, max wave height, significant wave height and zero crossing wave period were

found. With increasing rogue wave prevalence, the height of rogue and highest waves,

and the significant wave height and zero-crossing period of the seas in which they occur,

decrease.

Looking spatially at percentage rogue wave occurrence and the average statistics for

each buoy showed that the generation mechanisms for rogue waves is not the same

everywhere, and rarely seem to be due to modulational instabilities. The high rogue

wave occurrence in the southern California Bight are likely generated by a complex

crossing wave fields, whereas in the semi-enclosed seas in Alaska, tidal currents are

likely the main mechanism. Therefore, predictors of rogue wave occurrence will need to

be region specific.

In Chapter 5 machine learning algorithms are deployed to search for novel links between

sea state characteristics that have not been sought using the traditional analysis of this

chapter. Furthermore, the directionality data from the buoys will also be analysed to

better understand the influence of crossing seas.





Chapter 4

Seasonal intensification and

trends of rogue wave events on

the US western seaboard

4.1 Abstract

Studies of changes in wave climate typically consider trends in sea state statistics, such

as the significant wave height. However, the temporal variability of individual rogue

waves, which pose a hazard to users of the sea and coastal environment has not been

investigated. We use time series of continuous surface elevation over 124-270 months

(spanning 1994-2016), from 15 wave buoys along the US western seaboard, to investigate

regional trends in significant wave height and individual rogue waves. We find high

spatial variability in trends in significant wave height and rogue waves across the region.

Rogue wave occurrence displays a mostly decreasing trend, but the relative height – or

severity – of the waves is increasing. We also identify seasonal intensification in rogue

waves with increased rogue wave occurrence, of higher severity, in the winter than in

the summer. Therefore, the common practice of stating a single occurrence likelihood

for an ocean basin is not valid. In addition, the buoy data show that the magnitude

and significance of trends in significant wave height increases towards higher percentiles,

supporting previous findings.

4.2 Introduction

There is evidence of global mean significant wave height increasing over the past 30

years (Gulev and Grigorieva, 2004; Tokinaga and Xie, 2011; Young et al., 2011). Young

et al. (2011), analysed satellite altimetry from 1985-2008 that indicated weak trends in

47
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monthly global mean significant wave height (Hs) and indicated that the largest waves

(90th and 99th percentile Hs) have increased in amplitude over this period. This is

also true for waves along the highly populous western seaboard of the United States of

America (U.S.). These were shown to be increasing, with 90th and 99th percentile of mean

monthly Hs increasing by over 1% per year, over a 23 year period (Young et al., 2011).

In-situ measurements yielded negative trends offshore of Washington and Oregon, and

positive offshore of California, all of which were of small magnitude (Gemmrich et al.,

2011). Similarly, neutral or weakly decreasing trends in Hs have also been seen in other

observation-based studies (Sasaki et al., 2014; Wang and Swail , 2001). In addition,

decreasing trends in mean peak wave period (Tp) were seen from 1992 to 2012 for most

of the mid-latitude North Pacific (Sasaki et al., 2014).

Rogue waves are known to occur on the US western seaboard (Baschek and Imai ,

2011; Cattrell et al., 2018). The region has a population of over 50 million people

with significant coastal infrastructure. Ports in the region handle 49% of the total

U.S. containerised trade and Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach together make

Southern California the largest gateway for U.S. containerised imports (U.S. Department

of Transportation: Maritime Administration, 2015). In addition, there is a high volume

of tanker, bulk carrier, Roll On–Roll Off, passenger, and fishing activity focused around

the ports in the region (Fig. 4.1). Vessels also service the offshore structures deployed

to support the Californian oil and gas industry (OSPR, 2007), as well as test beds

for renewable energy devices (Fig. 4.1). Rogue waves at the shoreline have fatally

swept people out to sea at Point Reyes, Maverick’s beach, and Arcata, in California

and Depoe Bay, Oregon (Nikolkina and Didenkulova, 2011). Rogue wave-ship collisions

have resulted in fatalities, cargo loss, and ships foundering (Fedele et al., 2017). In the

region, the NOAA research vessel R/V Ballena capsised off Point Conception, California

(Kharif et al., 2009). In 2006, M/V Westwood Pomona encountered a rogue wave off

Port of Coos Bay, injuring one and damaging the vessel. In Brookings Harbor, Oregon,

four waves caused ship damage (Nikolkina and Didenkulova, 2011).

Here we provide a detailed temporal analysis of the wave record from 15 Datawell Wa-

verider buoys along the US western seaboard (Fig. 4.1), selected from the full dataset as

they store the raw surface displacement data and provide a uniform sampling platform

with a duration of over 10 years. We analyse whether there is a statistically significant

monotonic trend in the monthly binned sea state characteristics over sampling periods

of 124-270 months and compare to the findings of previous studies. Temporal variability

of individual rogue wave events, and their height and relative abnormality are assessed

on both a decadal and seasonal scale for the first time.
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Figure 4.1: Overview map of the United States western seaboard. The locations of
the 15 Datawell Waverider buoys are shown (yellow points), along with ports (trian-
gle markers) and offshore structures (pink hexagons). ESRI Basemap Sources: Esri,
GEBCO, NOAA, National Geographic, DeLorme, HERE, Geonames.org, and other

contributors.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Are Wave Heights Increasing?

The mean Hs over the sampling period of the buoys show small decreasing trends of less

than 0.5%yr−1 for most buoys; although these are not statistically significant (Red bars

– Fig. 4.2) they are similar to what is seen in satellite data (Young et al., 2011). The

trends from buoys in the Southern Californian Bight are slightly more complex, with

four buoys displaying an increasing trend. These four buoys include the only statistically

significant buoy and displays an increase in the 90th percentile of Hs (Blue bars – Fig.

4.2). Elsewhere buoys show a reduction in the 90th percentile of Hs. Trends in 99th

percentile of Hs (Green bars - Fig. 4.2) have the largest magnitudes. Trends are mostly

positive, with magnitudes around 0.02myr−1, and three buoys have statistically signifi-

cant trends. In Oregon, Umpqua Offshore shows a reduction of 0.004myr−1 (0.96%y−1).

In California, Anacapa Passage, Santa Monica Bay, San Pedro, and Dana Point show

increases of 0.009 to 0.021myr−1 (0.5–1.1%y−1). The magnitude of significant wave

height trend increases at extreme values (90th and 99th percentiles) supporting previous

findings (Young et al., 2011); however, the sign of the trends are more spatially variable

than seen in 2◦ by 2◦ satellite data (Young et al., 2011).

Trends in the mean wave crest heights are weak and none are statistically significant.

Trends in the 99th percentile of crest height are stronger, with the three buoys that

showed statistically significant results for the 99th percentile of Hs also having signifi-

cantly increasing mean crest heights (Appendix D). The trend in mean peak wave period

(Tp) and mean zero-crossing wave period (Tz) are reducing as projected by Hemer et al.

(2013); however, in locations sheltered from the dominant wave direction – inshore buoys

between point conception and San Diego - the mean Tz is increasing. Here the buoys are

more wind-sea dominated and respond to changing wind forcing (Young et al., 2011),

whereas more exposed buoys are swell dominated, and changes in wind-sea are less

discernible. The magnitudes of the trends are less than 0.3%y−1. Furthermore, the dis-

tribution of energy over frequency components, as described by the spectral bandwidth

parameter, ν (see Methods - Chapter 2), is also reducing at most locations (Appendix

D).

4.3.2 Are Rogue Wave occurrences increasing?

Rogue wave occurrence is variable on an interannual timescale, and there is considerable

spatial variability within the region (Green bars – Fig. 4.3). Rogue wave occurrence is

reducing within the Southern Californian Bight, but elsewhere trend and magnitude vary.

As a percentage of the average occurrence at each location, rogue wave occurrences are

increasing at 1.5%y−1 at the most southerly buoy, Mission Bay, CA. Although larger
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Figure 4.2: Trend in the mean (red), 90th percentile (blue), and 99th percentile (green)
of significant wave height as a percentage of the location’s time series mean. Empty and
half filled circles indicate the 90th and 95th levels of statistical significance, respectively,

deemed by the seasonal Mann-Kendall test (see Methods - Chapter 2).
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Figure 4.3: Trends in rogue wave occurrence (green), Excess Abnormality Index
(Excess AI; blue), and rogue wave height (yellow), as a percentage of the mean value
of the time series. Empty and half filled circles indicate the 90th and 95th significance

levels, respectively, as determined by a seasonal Mann-Kendall test.
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increasing trends of 0.6, 0.81, and 0.84%y−1 are seen in the north at Grays Harbor,

Point Reynes, and Harvest, respectively; though these are not statistically significant.

Buoys that do have significant trends are ones with a reduction in rogue wave occurrence:

−1.3%y−1 at Cape Mendocino, CA.; −1.6%y−1 at Santa Monica Bay, CA.; and −1%y−1

at Dana Point CA. (Fig. 4.3).

We have discussed the trends in occurrence of rogue waves, but the temporal variability

of the size of the rogue waves is unknown and is important in determining their impact

on the coastal marine industry. The Abnormality Index (AI) gives a useful metric for

how large a rogue is with respect to the background sea (see Methods - Chapter 2).

Here we investigate the excess AI, defined as {(Hrogue/Hs)−2} for a wave height rogue,

or {(Crrogue/Hs)− 1.25} for a crest height rogue. Most buoys show minimal change in

excess AI, but Grays Harbor, WA. and Diablo Canyon, CA. show statistically significant

increases over time of greater than 1%y−1 (Blue bars – Fig. 4.3 ). At these locations

rogue waves are getting monotonically larger with time, relative to the background sea

(Hs), and therefore more hazardous to the maritime industry at Grays harbor, and

coastal infrastructure such as the nuclear power plant at Diablo Canyon. There is

however, minimal temporal variability in the absolute height of rogue waves (Yellow

bars – Fig. 4.3). As a percentage of the mean rogue wave height, trends are all less than

0.02%y−1.

The frequency and intensity of the weather systems in the region are connected to the

Aleutian Low (Graham and Diaz , 2001; Wang and Swail , 2001), and indirectly to the El

Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)(Allan and Komar , 2006) and the Arctic Oscillation

(Thompson and Wallace, 1998). Signals of increased Hs and Tp during the 1997-1998

and 2015-2016 El Niño years are seen in the dataset, and previous analyses (Barnard

et al., 2017). However, we find no discernible link between the interannual variations in

rogue wave occurrence and climate variability indices.

The analysis is aimed at assessing the interannual variability of rogue waves and deter-

mining monotonic linear trends over the wave buoy observational period. It does not

necessarily indicate that the trends are a result of global climate change as interannual

climate variations have long-term oscillations that will influence the wave climate on a

longer time scale than the data record presented here. Furthermore, the length of this

dataset is too short to differentiate a steady trend from an accelerating trend.

4.3.3 Seasonal Intensification of Rogue Waves.

The only previous research on seasonality showed an increase in rogue wave occurrence

in both summer and winter (Imai , 2010). In contrast, we find that rogue waves are

more prevalent in the winter months (December-January-February, blue - Fig. 4.4a)

than summer (June-July-August, red). Grays Harbor, WA. and Goleta Point, CA.
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have almost double the probability of rogue wave occurrence in winter compared to

summer. The exceptions are the buoys with the lowest wave energy, Dana Point, CA.,

and Oceanside CA. The contrast to previous findings is possibly due to a different choice

of rogue wave definition and analysis approach, differing record lengths, and the inclusion

of buoys from different regions, as compared to Imai (2010). Our analysis shows the

need to determine seasonal occurrence statistics for individual rogue waves rather than

just annual averages.

Winter also yields larger rogue waves than summer (Fig. 4.4b), with exposed northern

locations displaying the largest seasonal variation, with almost a 2m variation in average

seasonal wave height Hs at Cape Mendocino. In contrast, rogue waves in the sheltered

locations of the Southern Californian Bight have a seasonal variation in height of less

than 0.5m. Seasonality in the absolute height of rogue waves is expected because rogue

wave height is a function of Hs, which is well known to vary seasonally. During boreal

spring and summer, high atmospheric pressure dominates and the waves are forced by

north-westerly winds and storms in the southern hemisphere, resulting in lower wave en-

ergy conditions (Hemer et al., 2013). Outside of this, the wave climatology is dominated

by mid-latitude North Pacific extra-tropical cyclones, Eastern Pacific tropical storms,

and local winds (Adams et al., 2008; Alves, 2006; Fan et al., 2012; Shimura et al., 2013),

resulting in large seas, dominated by swell (Bromirski et al., 2013). Thus, greater sea-

sonality can be seen at exposed and swell dominated locations, and the distribution of

rogue wave height across the region mirrors that of Hs (Appendix D).

Excess AI gives an indicator of the size of the rogues compared to Hs and hence un-

affected by seasonality in Hs. Half the buoy locations show statistically significant

seasonality in Excess AI (Fig. 4.4c), revealing rogue waves to have increased AI and

hence ‘more rogue’ during the winter months than during the summer. There are there-

fore a greater number of rogue waves in winter, and those waves are more severe. The

cause of this seasonality may be related to the variation of spectral bandwidth (Fig.

4.4d), which displays clear seasonality across the region, with bandwidth increasing in

the winter months. This mirrors the seasonal distribution in seasonal rogue wave occur-

rence (Fig. 4.4a), and seasonal excess AI (Fig. 4.4c). Previous work has shown a rogue

waves occur in seas with a large spectral bandwidth (Cattrell et al., 2018; Fedele et al.,

2016). A regression of spectral bandwidth trend and rogue wave occurrence trend for

each of the buoy locations displays a linear relationship between decreasing rogue wave

occurrence and decreasing bandwidth.

4.4 Conclusions

The interannual variability of monthly binned significant wave heights in the US western

seaboard shows weak decreasing trends in the mean. In line with previous studies, the
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Figure 4.4: Mean Winter (blue) and Summer (red) values for each buoy, from north to
south, for A) the rogue wave occurrence, B) rogue wave height, C) Excess Abnormality
Index (AI), and D) spectral bandwidth parameter ν. Error bars denote two standard

error about the mean.
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magnitude and significance of the trend increased at higher percentiles of Hs, but the

present analysis indicates high spatial variability in the trend’s magnitude and sign

throughout the region. For the first time, we show that rogue waves have interannual

temporal variability, and the magnitude and sign of the trend varies over the region, with

only the Southern Californian Bight showing a consistent negative trend, and is likely a

reflection of the physical complexity of the region. Some locations show that the rogues

are getting larger relative to the background sea; however, there is no trend in absolute

rogue wave height. However, on a seasonal scale, rogue waves show intensification, with

rogues being more prevalent and more severe in the winter than the summer. This is

likely due to the increase in spectral bandwidth in the winter. The analysis demonstrates

that if statistics of rogue waves are to prove useful for shipping and offshore operations,

they must account for spatial and temporal variability on seasonal and interannual

timescales, rather than simply relying on a single value for an entire region for all times.



Chapter 5

An investigation of the use of

machine learning for practical

rogue wave prediction.

5.1 Abstract

Fatal marine accidents still occur because of rogue waves. The severity of impact is a

result of not just the wave size but the unexpected nature of the event. Despite rogue

wave prediction being sought for decades, all current prediction methods are not oper-

ationally viable. We suggest that a rogue wave prediction methodology be developed

that only relies upon existing technologies. To this end, we assess the feasibility of using

machine learning algorithms to build a predictive model based on the short-term sea

state statistics that are forecast by wave models. We find that the rarity and complexity

of the phenomenon leads to an imbalanced and overlapping dataset and consequently

poor classification ability by machine learning models. To improve performance, resam-

pling algorithms are tested and ensemble algorithms built. This improves predictive

performance; however, we reach the performance ceiling of prediction in this manner,

the level of which is deemed too low to be of practical use to the mariner at this time.

5.2 Introduction

It is foreseeable that ship accidents can occur in severe sea states, such as the recent

sinking of MV El Faro in 12 m seas and 80 knot winds caused by Hurricane Joaquin

(Fedele et al., 2017). Although there is scope for improvement (NTSB , 2017), heavy

weather is relatively well forecast and freely available to mariners. In addition, larger

companies subscribe to commercial weather routing (Sternsson and Björkenstam, 2002).

57
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Analysis of ship accidents found that two thirds of the accidents took place in a significant

wave height less than 4 m (Toffoli et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005), and only 10% of the

accidents occurred during tropical cyclones. A contributing factor to the large number of

accidents in less than severe seas could be an unexpectedly large wave for the surrounding

sea state, known as a rogue wave. Accidents attributed to rogue waves between 2006

and 2010 were studied by Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011). All except two occurred

in seas with a significant wave height of less than 4 m, accounting for the total loss

of 6 vessels and 82 lives. The rogue waves that cause these losses and fatalities are

often significantly smaller than the maximum wave height that the vessel is designed

to withstand. This is because the severity of the effect of a rogue wave-ship collision is

amplified by the unexpected nature of the event and by situational factors including the

activity the vessel is conducting, the vessels speed and direction relative to the wave,

and the exposure of the crew.

5.3 Predicting rogue waves

5.3.1 Data-driven indicators

Despite the largest dataset of rogue waves Cattrell et al. (2018) were unable to derive

links between short term statistics and rogue wave occurrence, but they were only able

to visualise and analyse relationships between two parameters at once. Machine learning

algorithms assess relationships in a greater number of dimensions, hence weak relation-

ships seen in two dimensions may become stronger with a greater number of dimensions.

Machine learning techniques have been used for a number of marine applications such

as short-term wave forecasts (Kumar et al., 2017) and to predict ship powering require-

ments (Parkes et al., 2018), but to the authors’ knowledge, machine learning techniques

have not been used to predict rare wave events and the size of the Cattrell et al. (2018)

dataset (See Methods, Chapter 2) facilitates the application of machine learning.

5.4 Dataset

Supervised machine learning algorithms aim to build a model that maps input features

to an output, based on training examples of inputs and labelled outputs. Once built, the

model is used to predict the label of unseen examples. Here the value to be predicted

is the categorical class labels ‘rogue sea’ or ‘normal sea’. This process of predicting the

class labels based on the independent attributes is called classification.

Here we use the full dataset from 80 wave buoys around the coast of North America and

Pacific Ocean islands as described in Chapter 2
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For the model to be useful to the maritime industry the model needs to be trained on

parameters that are available in wave models.

To check the correspondence between the parameters calculated from the buoy timeseries

data and the wave model hindcasts, we use the nearest node to each buoy from ERA-

5 model from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

generated by the Copernicus Climate Change service Information (ECMWF , 2015). The

first 20-minute sea of each hour is compared to the hourly model hindcast (Figure 5.1).

The maximum wave period (Tmax) from the model displays a systematic under-prediction

by the wave model (Figure 5.1b), however this is a result of the parameter being calcu-

lated differently in each of the two datasets (Table 5.1). Excess kurtosis (Figure 5.1f) and

skewness (Figure 5.1g) both show poor agreement with the model data, with parameters

being calculated from the timeseries of surface elevation in the buoy data and from the

directional spectrum in the model data. Although the spectral width parameter (ν) is

calculated identically in both datasets (Table 5.1), there is poor agreement with a large

error (Figure 5.1h). Zero crossing wave period (Tz), peak wave period Tp, significant

wave height (Hs), and steepness (S1) show best agreement between the buoy data and

the wave model data, and hence we only take these parameters to train the machine

learning model with. Hs, S1, and Tz form the three most important features (Figure

5.2), and Tp the least important sea state statistic. Investigation on the temporal vari-

ability of rogue waves showed increased occurrence frequency in the winter months than

summer (Cattrell et al. (2019), Chapter 4). We therefore include month of the year as

a feature, although it forms the least important feature (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.1: Scatter plots of characteristic wave parameters from the Datawell Wa-
verider Buoys and the equivalent ERA-5 forecast parameter at the nearest model grid
point. 1:1 ratio is marked with a dashed redline, and a linear regression with a solid

red line.
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Figure 5.2: The relative feature importances of the five features used to train the
random forest models. Feature importance is calculated as the decrease in error when
split by a feature. The relative importance is calculated by dividing by the highest

variable importance, therefore the higher the value the more important the feature.

Table 5.1: Short term sea state statistics calculated from wave buoy time series data
and from the spectral wave model ERA-5

Parameter Buoy Timeseries data (Cattrell et al., 2018) ERA5 (ECMWF , 2015)

Zero-crossing
wave period (Tz)

Mean of the zero up-crossing wave period in
the 20-minute sea.

Tz =
√
m0/m2

Maximum wave
period (Tmax)

Maximum value of zero up-crossing wave pe-
riod in the 20-minute sea.

Average period of
the maximum wave
height

Peak wave period
(Tp)

Peak period of the non-directional energy
density spectrum, S(f)

Peak period of the 2D en-
ergy density spectrum,
S(f)

Significant wave
height (Hs)

Estimated as 4σ, where σ is the standard
deviation of the surface elevation η

4
√
m0

Steepness (S1) S1 = 2π/gHs/(T
2
1 ) where g is gravitational

acceleration, and mean wave period T1 = m0
m1

calculated from the first two moments of the
wave spectrum: mn =

∫∞
0 fnS(f)∂f

S1 = 2π/gHs/(m0/m1)
2)

Kurtosis (λ40) λ40 =
η̄4

σ4 − 3
where overbars denote statis-

tical averages.

Determined from the
wave spectrum following
Janssen, (2014).

Skewness (λ3) λ3 =
η̄3

σ3
Determined from the
wave spectrum following
Janssen, (2014).

Spectral width
(ν)

ν =

√
m2m0

m1m1
− 1 ν =

√
m2m0

m1m1
− 1
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Models are trained on a random 75% subsample of the data and tested on the remaining

holdout 25%, a common split ratio for noisy data. The holdout testing data receives

no modifications, or resampling and hence is statistically appropriate for testing. The

predictive performance of the models is determined using the geometric mean score

(g-mean) of the trained models performance on the testing dataset (Barandela et al.,

2003). The g-mean is the square root of the product of the sensitivity (true positive

rate - the model correctly predicts a positive) and specificity (true negative rate - the

model correctly predicts a negative). It attempts to maximise the accuracy of each of

the two classes with a good balance (Kubat and Matwin, 1997) with a best value of 1

and a worst of 0.

g-mean =

√
TruePositive

TruePositive+ FalseNegitive
× TrueNegitive

TrueNegitive+ FalsePositive
(5.1)

To assess the baseline performance of supervised machine learning on the dataset we

use the decision tree algorithm (Pedregosa et al., 2011). With all the parameters in

Table 5.1 and month, the g-mean score is 0.399. The performance of the model with the

parameters that align well with the forecast data Tz, Tp, Hs, S1, and Month of the year,

achieves a g-mean score of 0.226, and is considered the baseline performance. There

is some reduction in the predictive power through the reduction in features; however,

we seek an operationally viable predictive model, and it is therefore essential that the

model be trained on parameters that match the forecast parameters.

A common issue with data quality for supervised learning is that of data noise (Zhu and

Wu, 2004), in this case incorrectly labelled rogue seas; however, the extensive quality

control procedure of Cattrell et al. (2018) has allowed for a low noise dataset (See

Methods, Chapter 2). In preparation for use in machine learning, any record that

was missing data from any parameter was removed, resulting in an overall dataset of

4,435,955 20-minute seas. Of these, 88,938 are rogue; therefore, the dataset is made

up of 98% normal seas (majority class), and 2% rogue seas (minority class), and is

significantly imbalanced as the classification categories are not equally represented.

Class imbalance is ubiquitous with real-world rare events such as rare medical diagno-

sis (Grzymala-Busse et al., 2004) and fraud detection (Bay et al., 2006; Fawcett and

Provost , 1997). Circumventing the difficulties imbalance brings has attracted intense

research in the data mining community (Prati et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2006). Applying

a traditional classifier to an imbalanced dataset biases the majority class due to over-

prevalence and fails to predict the minority class, which is seen as a noisy dataset and

overlooked by the classifier (Figure 5.3). In this case, a traditional classifier would pre-

dict that all the seas were normal and make 98% correct predictions, but would fail to
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predict the minority class we are most interested in, as seen in the baseline performance

(He and Garcia, 2009).

Further, the classes have considerable overlap, whereby a parameter value occurs in

both classes, (Figure 5.4; Cattrell et al. (2018)), which amplifies the difficulties posed by

class imbalance (Batista et al., 2005; Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002). Class imbalance

and overlap acting together cause more performance degradation than their effects in

isolation (Denil and Trappenberg , 2010). This is because discriminative rules are hard

to introduce as the dissimilarity between the two classes is limited, and the classifiers

introduce more general rules that misclassify the minority class (Garćıa et al., 2008).

Previous works have shown that the degree of overlap is the main hindrance to classifica-

tion performance (Batista et al., 2004). Generating artificial data with varying amounts

of overlap shows that as overlap increases to 80% the true positive rate of the classifier

drops to 21%, and with 100% overlap to 0 (López et al., 2013). Garćıa et al. (2008)

found that when the overlapping data is not balanced, the imbalance is more important

than overlap size.

Figure 5.3: The performance matrix of the baseline estimate: 98% true negatives,
95% false negatives, 5% true positives, and 2% false positives.
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Figure 5.4: Probability Density Functions of each of the continuous features in the
model: a)Tz, b)Tp, c)Hs, and d)S1, and the discrete variable e) month of the year,
showing significant class overlap. Normal seas class displayed in blue, and rogue seas

in red.
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Several techniques have been developed to deal with class imbalance and can be cat-

egorised into three groups: algorithm level (internal), data level (external), and cost-

sensitive. Algorithm level approaches bias existing classifiers towards the minority class

(Barandela et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2000). Data level approaches re-

balance the class by resampling the dataset in a pre-processing step (Batista et al.,

2004; Fernández et al., 2008; Stefanowski and Wilk , 2008). Traditional classifiers can

be used and hence forms a more versatile method. Cost-sensitive learning incorporates

both a data level transform, through adding costs to instances, and an algorithm level

modification, through adapting the algorithm to apply costs to classes (Chawla et al.,

2008; Ling et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008). In addition, there are ensemble methods

that are formed using one of the imbalance handling techniques and a learning algo-

rithm. To handle a combination of imbalance and overlapping classes, Mart́ın-Félez and

Mollineda (2010) combined pre-processing and classifier selection, in this order. This

step wise approach is designed to tackle each of the problems at a time.

5.4.1 Handling imbalance and overlap

As traditional classifiers perform poorly on the dataset (Table 5.2), the best resampling

method for the data needs to be sought experimentally using the decision tree classifier as

it is the community standard for evaluating learning algorithms for imbalanced datasets

(Batista et al., 2005). Here we use imbalanced-learn resampling algorithm defaults unless

otherwise stated (Lemaitre et al., 2017).

Data oversampling techniques super-sample the minority class to achieve balance. Ran-

dom Oversampling (ROS) achieves this through randomly duplicating the minority class

with replacement. This method leads to no loss of information but can cause overfitting

since it purely replicates the minority class. More advanced methods are Synthetic Mi-

nority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE; Chawla et al. (2002)) and Adaptive synthetic

sampling (ADASYN; He et al. (2008)) as these generate new samples by interpolation.

ADASYN generates samples next to the incorrectly classified minority samples using a

k -Nearest Neighbours classifier; whereas SMOTE will not make this distinction between

difficult to classify samples. ROS performs worse than the baseline, whereas the heuris-

tic methods ADASYN and SMOTE perform better and achieve g-mean scores of 0.252

and 0.369, respectively.

Under-sampling techniques subsample the majority class by two methods: controlled

under-sampling, whereby the user defines the ratio of sampling, and cleaning under-

sampling, whereby a heuristic technique is applied and the feature space is cleaned.

Random under-sampling (RUS) takes a random sample of the majority class that is the

same length as the minority class. The method achieves a balanced dataset but discards

potentially useful information from the majority class and can overfit to the minority

examples which may not be representative of the population. RUS achieves a g-means
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Table 5.2: Performance of decision tree classifier with resampling methods.

Resampling Method g-mean score

No resampling 0.226
Cost based:
Balance through class costs 0.207

Oversampling:
ROS 0.206
SMOTE 0.369
ADASYN 0.252

Under-sampling:
RUS 0.565

Cleaning Under-sampling:
NM 0.333
ENN 0.252
RENN3 – n neighbours=3 0.265
RENN30 – n neighbours=30 0.633
NCR 0.246
All-KNN 0.260
IHTdf – decision tree 0.291
IHTrf – random forest 0.292
OSS 0.235
Tomek 0.237

Oversampling and under-sampling:
SMOTE–Tomek 0.368
SMOTE–ENN 0.428

Cleaning and RUS:
ENN-RUS 0.570
RENN3-RUS 0.570
NCR-RUS 0.566
All-KNN - RUS 0.566
IHTrf-RUS 0.575
OSS-RUS 0.569
Tomek-RUS 0.565
SMOTE–Tomek -RUS 0.366
SMOTE–ENN-RUS 0.428
RENN3-IHTrf- RUS 0.577

score of 0.565 (Table 5.2). Near miss under-sampling (NM; Zhang and Mani (2003)) uses

heuristic rules based on the nearest neighbour’s algorithm to select samples to include

in the subsample and achieves balance but has a lower performance than RUS (g-mean

= 0.333).

Tomek’s links is a cleaning method that removes unwanted overlap between classes

and assists in defining clusters in the training data and hence improved classification

(g-mean = 0.237). Edited Nearest Neighbours (ENN; Wilson (1972)) applies a nearest-

neighbours algorithm, an unsupervised clustering algorithm, and removes samples that

do not agree with their neighbourhood (g-mean = 0.252). Repeated Edited Nearest
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Neighbours (RENN; Tomek (1976)) repeats the ENN algorithm several times and yields

slight improvement (g-mean = 0.265). All k -Nearest Neighbours (All-kNN; Tomek

(1976)) is similar to RENN but the number of neighbours is increased at each itera-

tion; however, this does not outperform RENN (g-mean = 0.260). One Sided Selection

(OSS; Kubat and Matwin (1997)) uses Tomek’s links to remove noisy samples (g-mean =

0.235). Neighbourhood Cleaning Rule (NCR; Laurikkala (2001)) concentrates on clean-

ing the data rather than removing it through using ENN and a 3 nearest neighbours

classifier (g-mean = 0.246). Instance Hardness Threshold (IHT; Smith et al. (2014))

trains a classifier on the data, and the samples with the lowest prediction probabilities

are removed. Using a decision tree as the base classifier a g-mean of 0.291 is achieved.

The performance of the best performing cleaning techniques can be improved by fine

tuning the algorithms (Table 5.2). The classifier used in IHT can be changed and using a

random forest algorithm as the base classifier improves the performance (g-mean=0.292).

The size of the neighbourhood to consider to compute the nearest neighbours in the

RENN algorithm can be changed. Iterating through a range of neighbourhood sizes

between 1 and 150 and assessing the g-mean of the decision tree classifier, the optimum

value is found to be 30 neighbours (Figure 5.5). This results in a g-mean of 0.633, a

0.368 improvement over the algorithm default of 3 neighbours.

Further, under-sampling and oversampling techniques can be combined to mitigate the

disadvantages of under-sampling (Batista et al., 2004). Tomek’s links and ENN are

performed after SMOTE oversampling to produce SMOTE-Tomek and SMOTE-ENN

(Table 5.2). However, these ensembles do not perform as well as cleaning and under-

sampling ensembles. RENN with a default k of 3, followed by IHT using a random

forest, and balanced using RUS achieves a g-mean of 0.577 (Table 5.2).

Figure 5.5: Performance curve for RENN cleaning algorithm.
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We therefore take forward three datasets: the original unbalanced dataset with no re-

sampling, RENN30 with intense cleaning but unbalanced, and RENN3-IHTrf-RUS with

an ensemble of cleaning and balancing.

5.5 Machine learning models

5.5.1 Classifiers

There are a wide range of classifier algorithms, and improvement of predictive perfor-

mance on the balanced and cleaned dataset is examined through examining a range of

applicable classifiers. Four classifiers based on different paradigms are shown, namely

linear methods with the logistic regressor (LR), decision tree method with the random

forest (RF), instance-based learning approach with the k -Nearest Neighbour (k -NN;

McLachlan (2004), and hyperplane separation models with Support Vector Machines

(SVMs; Hashemi et al. (2002); Platt (1999); Schebesch and Stecking (2008); Tao et al.

(2013)).

The algorithms are tuned for each dataset using an exhaustive grid search of their

hyperparameters (Table 5.3).

Logistic regression, or logit model, is a linear classification model that utilises the sigmoid

function to linearly combine the input features using coefficients to predict a binary

output (Russell and Norvig , 2009). The original dataset and the RENN30 cleaned

dataset are balanced with costs at the algorithm level and obtain g-mean scores of 0.643

and 0.616, respectively. The cleaned and randomly under-sampled dataset performs best

with a g-mean of 0.648 (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3: Performance of classifiers on the three versions of the buoy dataset

Dataset Classifier Hyperparameters g-mean score

Original LR Class weight = balanced 0.643
RENN30 LR 0.616
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS LR 0.644

Original k-NN k = 5 0.142
RENN30 k-NN k = 5 0.634
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS k-NN k = 250 0.648

Original RF Estimators = 1000 0.649
RENN30 RF Estimators = 1000 0.644
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS RF Estimators = 500 0.649

Original SVM Kernel=linear 0.541
RENN30 SVM kernel=rbf 0.524
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS SVM kernel=rbf 0.527
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k -NN is a form of instance-based learning, or lazy-learning, that classifies objects based

on a majority vote of its neighbours, with the object being assigned the class most

common amongst its k nearest neighbours, where k is a positive integer. The method

performs poorly on the original dataset but achieves a g-mean score of 0.648 using a k

of 250 neighbours, leaf size of 1, and uniform weights, on the ensemble cleaned data.

Random Forest is an ensemble of decision trees with the aim that averaging the trees

improves the overall performance through limiting overfitting without substantially in-

creasing error due to bias. A g-mean score of 0.649 was achieved on both the original

and the ensembled cleaned data (Table 5.3), although twice as many trees were required

for the original data.

SVMs try to find the optimal separating hyperplane which effectively divides the data

points into the two classes. The method is often used on overlapping datasets because

a kernel function, a non-linear mapping function, is used to transform the data into a

higher dimensional feature space (Batuwita and Palade, 2013). SVMs are sensitive to

class imbalance (Akbani et al., 2004; Denil and Trappenberg , 2010; Veropoulos et al.,

1999) and are inefficient on large datasets, therefore we use RUS to make a subset of

20,000 normal and 20,000 rogue seas from each dataset. The method performs best on

the original uncleaned dataset with a g-mean of 0.541, but has a lower performance than

the other classifiers (Table 5.3).

5.5.2 Ensemble methods

Previous studies have shown that ensembles of classifiers can improve performance on

imbalanced and overlapping datasets through the combination of several base classifiers

(Feng et al., 2018; Schaefer et al., 2014). There are two main types: averaging meth-

ods, where several independent estimators are built in parallel and then averaged; and

boosting methods, where base estimators are built in serial with the aid of the output

of the previous.

5.5.2.1 Bagging classifiers

Bagging classifiers fit many base estimators, each with a random subset of the data,

and averages their predictions to form a single prediction. A bagging algorithm with

150 estimators of the tuned logistic regressor (LR; Table 5.3) is applied to each of the

datasets, but there is no improvement in performance (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4: Performance of ensemble classifiers

Dataset Base estimator Classifier Hyperparameters g-mean

Original Decision tree - balanced Gradient Boosting Estimators=1000 0.076
RENN30 Decision tree Gradient Boosting Estimators = 1000 0.611
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS Decision tree Gradient Boosting Estimators = 1000 0.650

Original Decision tree - balanced AdaBoost Estimators = 10 0.234
RENN30 Decision tree AdaBoost Estimators = 10 0.633
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS Decision tree AdaBoost Estimators = 1000 0.647

Original Decision tree - balanced XGBoost Estimators = 1000 0.650
RENN30 Decision tree XGBoost Estimators = 1000 0.606
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS Decision tree XGBoost Estimators = 1000 0.649

Original LR Bagging Estimators = 150 0.643
RENN30 LR Bagging Estimators = 150 0.616
RENN3-IHTrf-RUS LR Bagging Estimators = 150 0.644

5.5.2.2 Boosting classifiers

Boosting algorithms are iterative algorithms that place different weights on the training

distribution for each iteration (Schapire and Singer , 1999). On the next iteration,

boosting increases the weights associated with the incorrectly classified examples and

decreases the weights associated with the correctly classified examples. This should lead

to improved classification of difficult to predict examples and boosting algorithms have

been adapted to optimise the weight-update mechanism to improve the performance on

the minority class and small disjuncts (Seiffert et al., 2010).

Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost ; Schapire and Singer (1999)) algorithm tweaks weak learn-

ers in favour of those instances misclassified by previous classifiers. So long as the weak

learners perform better than random guessing, the final model is typically a strong

learner. AdaBoost performs poorly on the original data despite balancing with costs (g-

mean=0.234). AdaBoost achieves a g-mean score of up to 0.647 on the ensemble dataset

(Table 5.4).

Gradient boosting also sequentially adds predictors and corrects previous weak models,

but instead of assigning different weights to the classifiers after every iteration the gradi-

ent method fits a new learner to the residuals of the previous prediction, and then seeks

to minimise the loss when computing the latest prediction. Gradient boosting achieves

a g-mean of 0.650 on the ensemble dataset (Table 5.4).

The eXtreme Gradient Boosting algorithm (XGBoost ; Chen and Guestrin (2016)) imple-

ments this algorithm for decision tree boosting with an additional custom regularisation

term in the objective function. The algorithm performs best on the original dataset with

a g-mean of 0.650 (Table 5.4).
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5.5.3 Outcome

Despite the extensive application of resampling and cleaning algorithms, and a range of

tuned classifying algorithms and ensemble methods, the predictive performance is still

low. Despite the range of methods tried, the g-mean does not exceed 0.65. This leads

us to conclude that this is likely the performance ceiling of classification in this manner

because the models can seek some determinism from the dataset, but it is limited by

complexity of the problem which is exacerbated by imbalance and overlap. Increasing

the size of the dataset is unlikely to yield improved performance as we see under-sampling

out performs oversampling. Transforming the data into log space on input also shows

no improvement. Further, the task can be approached as a regression problem, where

the output is a continuous scale of abnormality index; we investigated this and found

model error was high due to significant under-prediction.

The predictions of the best performing model, the Gradient Boosting on the RENN3-

IHTrf-RUS, can be assessed using a performance matrix (Figure 5.6). 64% of normal

seas are correctly classified, but 36% are incorrectly classified as rogue. This equates to

391,181 false positives. 66% of rogue seas are correctly classified, accounting for 14,767

rogues. Therefore, false predictions are 26 times more common than correct predictions.

Further, 34% of rogue seas are erroneously classified as normal, which could result in

potentially hazardous consequences.

The issue of imbalance and overlap is a topic receiving intense research in the specialist

literature and it is likely that improved resampling and classification algorithms will

become available in the near future, to the benefit of this problem.

5.6 Conclusions

The safety of the maritime industry is affected by the occurrence of rogue waves. The

unexpected nature of the phenomenon amplifies the risk to the vessel and human lives.

Rogue wave prediction is the goal of the science, but at present, there are no practically

viable prediction tools. Current methods are too computationally expensive, constrained

to some limited conditions, or require substantial investment in new technologies aboard

vessels. Therefore data-derived indicators based on the short-term sea state statistics

would form a practical solution. Previous attempts focused on producing an indicator

for a set generation mechanism, such as crossing seas, and hence was of limited use for

the prediction of rogue waves with alternative generation mechanisms. We explore the

ability for a machine learning algorithm to construct a predictive model based on tens of

thousands of rogue seas, so that rogue waves could be predicted on the same temporal

and spatial frequency as the wave forecasts.
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Figure 5.6: : A normalised performance matrix for the Gradient Boosting algorithm
on the RENN3-IHTrf-RUS. 64% True Negatives and 66% True Positives were predicted

correctly

The very nature of the rare event makes classification using machine learning difficult

as the algorithms require near-balance of classes to work accurately, and this issue is

further amplified by the classes containing substantial overlap. We apply a range of

heuristic and non-heuristic resampling techniques for under-sampling and oversampling,

and ensembles of both, and use the CART decision tree algorithm and g-mean score to

measure performance. We find that under-sampling performs best and develop an en-

semble of cleaning and random under-sampling. Using this, an intensely cleaned dataset

using RENN with k=30, and the original dataset we apply four different classifying

algorithms and tune each of them individually to the dataset using an exhaustive grid

search. Despite the varying methods, the performance is similar, suggesting that this

is the performance ceiling. We then attempt to improve performance using bagging

and boosting algorithms, which yield little performance gain. At its current level this

method is not practically applicable to the marine industry because prediction accuracy

is low and false positives are too high.

Future advances in algorithms for imbalanced and overlapping datasets could lead to

an improvement in prediction; however, classification in this manner is likely to remain
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difficult due to the complexity of rogue waves.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of research

Rogue waves still pose a hazard to maritime safety. The physical generation mechanism

of the phenomenon is the subject of theoretical research, but this often disregards real-

world oceanic conditions under which the waves form. There is no industry viable

method of predicting rogue waves as methods suggested in the literature are constrained

to unlikely oceanic conditions, and all require complex sensing of the wave field, a

technology that is still not practically available to the maritime industry. This thesis

aimed to improve maritime safety through applying better understanding of rogue waves

from observations in field data. We collated and quality control the largest dataset for

the study of rogue waves, and analysed the data in bulk to assess the relationship between

short-term sea state statistics and rogue wave occurrence (Chapter 3). Despite being an

order of magnitude larger than previous field data studies, the assessment of short-term

sea state statistics and rogue wave occurrence provided limited evidence of a link. Novel

spatial investigation of the long-term statistics of the dataset as 80 individual timeseries

showed dependence of the statistics on rogue wave occurrence in the long-term, with a

power-law relationship between the mean significant wave height and mean zero-crossing

wave period and the percentage occurrence of rogue waves (Chapter 3). Rogue waves

are more common at locations with low wave heights and small wave periods.

Little is known about the temporal variability of rogue wave occurrence, both inter- and

intra-annually. Focusing on the US western seaboard, time-series analysis showed that

rogue waves are not getting more prevalent or larger in absolute height on an interannual

timescale, but the relative height of rogue waves to the background sea is increasing –

rogue waves are becoming more rogue. Seasonal intensification is also seen, with rogue

waves being more common in the winter months, with a larger absolute height, and

larger height compared to the background sea.
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Predicting rogue waves from short-term wave statistics using machine learning algo-

rithms would alleviate the need to run computationally expensive models on a wavefield

sensed by complex systems. Although the results of Chapter 3 showed limited gover-

nance of these short-term statistics on rogue wave occurrence, machine learning models

can analyse relationships in a higher dimensional space (Chapter 5). Month of the year

was included as an input as seasonal intensification was identified in Chapter 4. The

highly imbalanced dataset was resampled using various methods, and a range of machine

learning algorithms tested to seek the best predictive performance in Chapter 5; how-

ever, predictive performance is poor because the models cannot create strong rules as a

sea can sometimes contain rogue waves and sometimes not, yet the short-term statistics

remain constant. At this stage, the predictive performance is deemed too low to be of

practical use to the maritime industry.

6.2 Mechanisms of formation

Analysis of the largest dataset for the study of rogue waves allows the mechanisms of

formation of the phenomenon to be studied. When analysed in bulk, no single short-

term statistic controlled rogue wave occurrence. Rogue waves occurred in a range of

spectral bandwidths. In fact, the rogue waves were seen to be more prevalent in seas

with increased spectral bandwidth in the winter months. Therefore, it is unlikely that

modulational instability is the primary generation mechanism, supporting a growing

consensus to this effect. Further, spatial analysis shows that the generation mechanism

likely varies with location, with increased occurrences due to localised enhancement by

currents and seabed topography.

6.3 Rogue wave prediction

Given a sufficiently long record of Hs and Tz, from a wave model or satellite data, the

prevalence of rogue waves can be estimated; however, the maritime industry seeks a

prediction method on a shorter timescale. No single short-term wave statistic produces

a strong indicator of rogue wave occurrence. Machine learning algorithms using five

parameters obtainable from spectral wave forecasts predicts 66% of rogue seas correctly.

This would be of practical use to the maritime industry if it were not for the significant

rarity of rogue waves making the 36% false positives outnumber the true positives by two

orders of magnitude. It is unlikely that only improving heuristic resampling techniques

or the machine learning algorithms will improve this performance to a viable level for

the maritime industry, because there is such a significant quantity of overlap.
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6.4 Consequences for the maritime industry

The spatial analysis of Chapter 3 reveals that rogue wave occurrence is not the same

everywhere, meaning that the rogue wave encounters could be minimised through avoid-

ing the areas with more rogue waves. The locations where rogue waves are more preva-

lent have lower significant wave heights and shorter wave periods; therefore, a mariner

conducting wave sensitive operations, for example helicopter landing, may utilise this

knowledge to conduct the operation in a more open sea, that might have larger waves

but the wave field is less likely to contain an unexpectedly large wave.

Knowing that rogue wave occurrences are not increasing on an interannual timescale

means that the design of ships and offshore structures does not need altering for increased

rogue waves encounters with time. However, rogue waves are getting more rogue with

time, hence rogue waves can occur in calmer sea states. The unexpected nature of a

rogue wave amplifies the hazard as it catches the mariner unprepared. This is amplified

by unstable operational modes such as trawling. Further, the largest interannual trend

was seen at Grays Harbor, the number one seafood landing point in Washington State.

The analysis of Chapter 4 shows that there is seasonal intensification of rogue waves.

Rogues are more common, have larger absolute height, and larger relative height in

winter than in summer. This means that safety during operations already at increased

risk due to the larger sea states, cold water temperatures, and decreased daylight of

winter are even more hazardous. When scheduling rogue wave sensitive operations, such

as constructing offshore windfarm, the seasonal intensification of rogue waves should be

accounted for and operations postponed where possible until summertime.

Mariners report large “holes in the ocean” and “walls of water” and analysis of the

average wave shapes from many thousands of rogue waves gives a clear indication of the

profile of rogue waves. The shape of crest height rogues is more asymmetric than seen

in Christou and Ewans (2014), displaying a deeper trough following the peak, which

would seem more like the “hole in the ocean” description from mariners. This type of

wave is even more difficult for the mariner to see and take avoiding action, bolstering

the need for a practical rogue wave prediction. In addition, these average wave profiles

can be used by engineers to test the vessel responses to rogue waves to facilitate design

that can withstand such encounters.

6.5 Future Work

Without a record of individual wave heights rogue waves cannot be comprehensively

studied. Most buoys discard the raw displacement data after the short-term statistics

have been calculated as transmitting or storing large datasets is costly; however, storage
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is getting more feasible with time as technologies improve and costs reduce. Therefore,

buoys that can store raw displacement data should archive this data. This would in-

crease the size of rogue wave database and would increase the spatial diversity. The

temporal analysis was only conducted in the North West Pacific due to the availabil-

ity of historical wave records over a decade in length. When other locations outside of

the North West Pacific have sufficiently long datasets available this analysis should be

conducted. Further, if more buoys archived individual wave heights then the analysis

of Chapters 3 and 4 could be undertaken globally, possibly leading to improved results

of the machine learning models examined in Chapter 5. Buoys that store the statistical

parameters along with a record of height of each individual wave provide a compromise,

but this would not allow for analysis of the wave shape.

The buoys used in the study have X- and Y-axis displacement, in addition to the Z-

axis displacement analysed. Here we did not include the other dimensions due to the

size of the data. Inclusion of this would allow the directional spectrum to be calcu-

lated. Analysis of directionality is a clear next step for this research. Mariners claim

that the rogue wave come from a different direction to the dominant wave direction,

and further investigation of this obscurity could futher inform on precursor sea states.

Furthermore, knowing more short-term statistics on wave field directionally could aid

prediction algorithms used in Chapter 5.

Further work could examine the causes of the spatial variability in rogue wave occurrence

in the Southern Californian Bight identified in Chapter 3, along with the temporal

pattern in the region as identified in Chapter 4. Further analysis could examine the

complex bathymetry of the region and analyse geometric focusing using ray diagrams.

The minimum required prediction window of a rogue wave occurrence is not known.

The time needed for a mariner to alter course to maximise survivability could be exper-

imentally modelled in a towing-tank or manoeuvring basin. If the minimum prediction

window is longer than that provided by near-field methods discussed in Chapter 5, then

prediction using short-term statistics becomes the only viable method, and despite the

current poor performance, further research should be conducted in this area.

The definition of a rogue wave itself has scope for improvement. At present, the thresh-

olds outlined in Chapter 1 (Eq.1.1 and Eq.1.2) form a somewhat arbitrary threshold that

is neither an agreed value in academia nor maritime industry. An improved definition

should account for the unexpected nature of the phenomenon rather than just a size

against the background sea, or possibly the generation mechanism of the wave. Any

change to the definition would require consultation between stakeholders to achieve a

definition that works for academia is implementable by the maritime industry.
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6.6 Final remarks

Rogue waves are a hazardous phenomenon that have resulted in the loss of lives at

sea. Through field data analysis, steps towards understanding the physical mechanism

of their formation have been achieved. Rogue wave prediction using forecastable short-

term statistics would yield a solution for the maritime industry; however, the complexity

of the problem renders this a step too far at this time.
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Year Name Fa-

tali-

ties

Injuries Latitude Longitude Accuracy Type Source

1909 Waratah 211 0 -33.34 27.55 Approx. Ship Liu et al. (2004)

1918 USS Cyclops 300 0 32 -72 Approx. Ship

1933 USS Ramparo 0 0 32.89 178.7 Approx. Ship

1942 RMS Queen Mary 0 0 58.79 -26.07 Approx. Ship

1960 USS Grouper 0 0 32.5 -76.68 Approx. Submarine Smith (2006)

1962 Maria Somenque 0 0 50.9 -8.51 Approx. Ship

1963 French Cruiser Jeanne

d’Arc

0 0 29.71 144.79 Approx. Ship Haver (2004)

1966 Michelangelo 3 50 40.91 -34.89 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1968 World Glory 25 0 -30.39 32.15 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1969 Bolivar Maru 31 0 34.73 139.96 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1970 Antonios Demades 0 0 33.11 158.08 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1972 USS Rich 0 0 12.9 135.54 Approx. Ship Trowbridge (2018)

1973 Testarossa 30 0 37 11 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1973 Ben Cruachan 0 0 -30.29 33.26 Approx. Ship Olagnon (2017)

1973 MV Anita 32 0 29.71 -63.5 Approx. Ship Kjeldsen (2004)

1973 MV Norse Variant 29 0 29.71 -63.5 Approx. Ship Kjeldsen (2004)

1973 Neptune Sapphire 0 0 -34.07 29.39 Approx. Ship Smith (2006)

1974 Wilstar 0 0 -34 27.6 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1976 Silva Ossa 37 0 32.58 -67.66 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1976 Cretan Star 10 0 19.13 70.7 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1977 MS Stolt Surf 0 0 46.54 -178.8 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1978 Chandragupta 69 0 Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1978 MV Munchen 28 0 44 -24 True Ship

1980 Onomichi Maru 0 0 31 156 True Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1980 Dunav 35 0 33.132 143.039723 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1980 Artemis 0 0 27.405 -84.096 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1980 Sandalion 0 0 Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)
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1980 Derbyshire 44 0 25.5 130.5 True Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1980 Esso Languedoc 0 0 -30.2 32 Approx. Ship Cardone et al. (1996)

1981 Sikorsky HH-3F 4 0 60.22 -146.36 Approx. Helicopter Freeze (2006)

1981 Marina di Equa 20 46.053 -10.39 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1981 Antiparos 31 0 33.6 143.44 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1981 Golden Pine 25 0 38.988 163.6 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1982 Atigun Pass 0 0 59.5 -146 Approx. Ship Smith (2006)

1982 Ocean Ranger 84 0 47.47 -49.04 True Semi-sub. Liu (2007)

1981 Energy Endurance 0 0 -29.97 31.4 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1982 Rhodain Sailor 5 Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1984 Tito Campanella 27 0 43.139 -9.788 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1984 Alborada 30 -18.65 -87.53 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1984 Marques 19 0 33.64 -64.53 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1985 Arctic Career 28 0 -4.56 -26.13 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1985 Taganrogsky Zaliv 1 0 -33.33 28.4 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1985 Fastnet Lighthouse 0 0 51.384 -9.600278 True Lighthouse Liu (2007)

1986 SSSpray 32.45 -79.33 Approx. Ship Onorato et al. (2011)

1987 Skipper 1 0 Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1989 Rose-Noëlle 0 4 -40 -179 Approx. Yacht Phare (2009)

1991 Mezada 24 0 31.58 -62.55 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1991 Andrea Gail 6 0 44 -56.6 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

1994 Christinaki 28 0 49.69 -19.989 Approx. Ship Kharif and Pelinovsky (2003)

1995 Draupner Platform 0 0 58.189 2.472667 True Platform Liu (2007)

1995 Queen Elizabeth II 44.2 -52.6 True Ship Liu (2007)

1997 Aérospatiale HH-65A 4 0 40.45 -124.43 Approx. Helicopter Freeze (2006)

1998 Schiehallion 62.3 4.4 True Platform Liu (2007)

1998 Stenfjell 56.5 3.2 True Ship

2000 RRS Discovery 57.5 -12.7 True Ship

2000 RV Ballena 0 3 34.44 -120.5 True Ship

2000 Oriana 0 7 49.25 -2.9 True Ship MAIB (2002)

2001 Bremen 0 0 -44.3 -48 Approx. Ship Schulz (2001)
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2001 Caledonian Star 0 0 -52 -62 Approx. Ship Schulz (2001)

2001 Endeavour -52.73 -63 Approx. Ship Schulz (2001)

2002 Hanseatic 0 0 -42.6 179.08 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

2004 HH-60J 0 0 53 -164 Approx. Helicopter Freeze (2006)

2005 Aleutian Ballad 0 2 55.9 -177.3 Approx. Ship Discovery Channel (2013)

2005 Grand Voyager 0 20 40.5 5.3 Approx. Ship Didenkulova et al. (2006)

2005 Explorer 0 2 40.6 -177 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

2005 Norweigen Dawn 0 4 28.47 -76.95 True Ship Didenkulova et al. (2006)

2005 Tracie Lynn 1 2 33.57 -76.8 True Ship

2006 Kotuku 6 3 -46.8 168.23 True Ship

2006 FR8 Venture 2 1 58.75 -3.18 True Ship MAIB (2017)

2006 MV Westwood Pomona 0 1 44 -127.45 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 Picton Castle 1 0 41.34 -61.9 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 Ash 4 0 42.41 -124.43 Approx. Ship Liu (2007)

2006 Pont-Aven 0 6 48.99 -5.38 Approx. Ship

2006 unknown 0 1 -46.75 138.24 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 5 0 -34.37 18.46 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 1 1 -39.33 144.69 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 3 2 -43.2 147.95 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 0 6 48.36 -5.09 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 1 0 37.99 -123.05 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 1 3 10.08 -61.28 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 1 2 36.69 -4.41 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 Challenger 0 2 58.84 -3.4 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 1 2 52.78 -4.5 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 0 2 -43.94 172.24 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 2 1 58.49 -0.74 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 unknown 5 2 33.99 128.03 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2006 Alexandros T 28 0 -33.7 27.01 Approx. Ship Smith (2007)

2006 Super Suds II 0 0 32.2 -79.29 Approx. Ship Smith (2007)

2006 Unity 1 0 50.55 -2.3938 True Ship MAIB (2015a)
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2006 Kathleen 0 1 27.49 -97.07 Approx. Ship Smith (2007)

2006 Hawk 4 0 -30.2 34.38 Approx. Ship Smith (2007)

2006 Hohe Weg 2 0 53.94 8.06 Approx. Ship Smith (2007)

2006 Joe Green 0 0 32.17 -79.45 Approx. Ship Smith (2007)

2006 Paix Du Ciel 1 0 45.21 -1 True Ship IMO (2017)

2006 Nedlloyd Genoa 0 0 50.25 34.03 True Ship IMO (2017)

2006 Susann 0 0 34.75 11.83 True Ship IMO (2017)

2007 Cowrie Dancer -43.29 26.13 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2007 MSC Napoli 49.3 -34.13 True Ship

2007 Starrigavan 1 3 45.56 -123.97 True Ship Liu (2007)

2007 HMAS Farncomb 0 5 3.11 121.92 Approx. Submarine Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2007 Prinsendam 0 40 -56.07 -67.25 Approx. Ship Santa Cruz Sentinel (2011)

2007 unknown 1 1 25.1 -77.35 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2007 unknown 3 0 -26.67 153.13 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2007 unknown 0 1 -43.6 144.8 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2007 unknown 2 0 -21.59 55.55 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2007 unknown 0 2 48 -4.54 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2007 unknown 11 2 -8.64 117.94 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2008 Riverdance 0 0 53.9 -3.22 Approx. Ship

2008 Shark Team 2 0 -28.84 32.16 Approx. Ship

2008 Crystal Symphony 0 0 -61.23 -61.84 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2008 Suwa-Maru 20 0 35.5 144.5 True Ship Tamura et al. (2009)

2008 unknown 1 2 -29.89 31.09 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2008 Maersk Kithira 1 1 22.36 115.466 True Ship IMO (2017)

2008 Bum Chin 0 3 39.49 -177.73 Approx. Ship Yanchunas (2009)

2008 Chicago Express 1 1 21.77 144.215 True Ship IMO (2017)

2009 Ocean Ranger 0 5 51.86 -5.328 True Ship MAIB (2015b)

2009 Kanawha 0 2 36.83 -74.65 Approx. Ship GCaptain (2017)

2009 Ariake 0 0 33.428 135.88 Approx. Ship Bird (2009)

2009 Unora 2 4 55.12 16.18 Approx. Ship IMO (2017)

2009 Silver Sea 11 0 23.25 118.18 Approx. Ship IMO (2017)
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2010 Louis Majesty 2 14 41.91 3.57 True Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2010 The Clelia II 0 1 -61.65 -61.42 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2010 Early Dawn 56.75 -172.6 True Ship

2010 Seastreak 0 3 41.49 -70.62 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2010 Aegean Angel 2 1 37.75 -54.53 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2010 unknown 1 0 5.95 80.69 Approx. Ship Nikolkina and Didenkulova (2011)

2010 BBC Northsea 1 0 -30.9 34.8 True Ship IMO (2017)

2011 Swanland 52.8 -5.1 True Ship

2012 Timberland 54.48 5.1 True Ship

2012 Geraldton Western Aus-

tralia

0 4 37.95 -131.06 Approx. Ship

2012 Sarah Jayne 1 0 50.385 -3.326 True Ship IMO (2017)

2012 Bara Pemdez 2 0 47.16 -3.17 Approx. Ship IMO (2017)

2012 Rabaul Queen 165 0 -66 0.64 Approx. Ship IMO (2017)

2013 James Robert Hanssen 0 0 26.35 -70.96 Approx. Rowing MarineLink (2013)

2014 MS Marco Polo 1 1 48.48 -6.1 True Ship

2014 Provincetown IV Ferry 0 0 42.2 -70.69 Approx. Ship Schuler (2014)

2014 North Glory 1 0 24.9 122.416 True Ship IMO (2017)

2014 Liberty Prridencia 1 1 24.45 119.9 True Ship IMO (2017)

2015 Leviathan II 6 0 49.185 -126.08 True Ship BBC (2017)

2015 COSL Platform 1 2 60.645 3.7263 True Platform Ng (2015)

2015 Sea Orchid 1 0 57.217 8.3275 True Ship IMO (2017)

2016 Zest 0 0 40.9 -10.49 Approx. Yacht Holmes (2016)

2017 Miss Mae & Son 0 0 43.12 -70.24 Approx. Ship MarineLink (2017)

2018 Princess Hawaii 0 0 26.68 -155 Approx. Ship ScienceGlobalNews (2018)
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Table B.1: Supplementary Table S1:

Buoy I
D

Lo
ngitu

de

La
tit

ude

Name
Reco

rd le
ngth

NDBC 46211 -124.244 46.858 Grays Harbor, WA. 1994-2014
NDBC 46229 -124.551 43.769 Umpqua Offshore, OR. 2007-2016
NDBC 46213 -124.719 40.295 Cape Mendocino, CA. 1999-2012
NDBC 46214 -123.468 37.948 Point Reyes, CA. 1997-2015
NDBC 46215 -120.859 35.204 Diablo Canyon, CA. 1997-2015
NDBC 46218 -120.783 34.454 Harvest, CA 1996-2014
NDBC 46216 -119.803 34.333 Goleta Point, CA. 2003-2017
NDBC 46217 -119.435 34.167 Anacapa Passage, CA. 2003-2016
NDBC 46221 -118.633 33.855 Santa Monica Bay, CA. 2000-2015
NDBC 46222 -118.317 33.618 San Pedro, CA. 1998-2016
NDBC 46223 -117.767 33.458 Dana Point, CA. 2000-2016
NDBC 46219 -119.882 33.225 San Nicolas Island, CA. 2000-2015
NDBC 46224 -117.472 33.178 Oceanside Offshore, CA. 1998-2017 90th % Value
NDBC 46225 -117.391 32.933 Torrey Pines Outer, CA. 2001-2016 95th % Value
NDBC 46231 -117.37 32.7469 Mission Bay, CA. 1998-2008 99th % Value
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Trend [y-1] [y-1] [m y-1] [m y-1] [m y-1] [m y-1] [m y-1] [m y-1] [s y-1] [s y-1] [y-1]
NDBC 46211 9.14E-05 1.03E-03 2.54E-04 -1.98E-03 9.32E-04 1.13E-02 8.46E-04 1.73E-02 -8.48E-03 -7.95E-03 3.38E-04
NDBC 46229 -1.35E-05 1.18E-03 -3.41E-04 -1.21E-02 -2.75E-02 -4.03E-02 -8.48E-03 -1.78E-02 -1.38E-02 -2.25E-02 -2.56E-04
NDBC 46213 -2.41E-04 6.98E-04 -5.53E-04 -3.32E-03 -3.10E-03 1.43E-03 -1.76E-03 6.43E-03 -2.99E-02 -1.27E-03 -1.96E-03
NDBC 46214 9.33E-05 -1.62E-05 3.91E-04 -2.30E-03 1.92E-03 -5.87E-03 1.16E-03 9.37E-03 -2.16E-02 -4.23E-03 -4.08E-04
NDBC 46215 -1.02E-04 1.04E-03 -1.17E-04 -2.35E-03 -2.33E-03 1.26E-03 -4.74E-04 6.71E-03 -3.08E-02 -8.18E-03 -8.65E-05
NDBC 46218 1.22E-04 1.60E-04 4.28E-04 -3.08E-03 -3.76E-03 -7.29E-04 -8.03E-05 8.01E-03 -1.27E-02 2.39E-04 -3.18E-04
NDBC 46216 -1.71E-04 -3.45E-04 -2.60E-04 -8.79E-04 -2.30E-05 4.26E-04 -1.38E-03 -2.13E-03 -3.95E-03 4.70E-03 -8.04E-04
NDBC 46217 -1.46E-04 -3.42E-04 -1.81E-04 4.31E-03 1.22E-02 2.12E-02 3.86E-03 2.03E-02 -2.37E-02 -3.61E-03 -1.83E-03
NDBC 46221 -3.90E-04 2.36E-04 -5.11E-04 1.67E-04 3.02E-03 1.54E-02 -7.91E-04 1.20E-02 -3.93E-02 1.17E-02 -1.83E-03
NDBC 46222 -9.58E-05 -1.92E-04 -3.30E-04 -2.64E-03 -3.45E-03 9.78E-03 -2.32E-03 7.78E-03 -2.85E-02 9.17E-03 -1.39E-03
NDBC 46223 -3.23E-04 1.54E-04 -2.60E-04 1.79E-03 2.64E-03 1.43E-02 1.14E-03 1.02E-02 -3.44E-03 1.39E-02 -1.21E-03
NDBC 46219 -1.92E-04 -5.60E-04 -4.44E-04 1.93E-03 4.87E-03 7.02E-03 2.67E-03 1.05E-02 -3.90E-02 -3.46E-03 -1.26E-03
NDBC 46224 -1.03E-04 2.25E-04 -2.29E-04 -1.32E-03 -1.28E-03 3.97E-03 -1.18E-03 3.43E-03 -1.41E-02 5.88E-03 -6.82E-04
NDBC 46225 -2.17E-04 2.25E-04 -3.79E-04 8.03E-05 -1.23E-04 6.79E-03 5.62E-05 4.94E-03 -1.33E-02 9.40E-03 -1.42E-03
NDBC 46231 3.83E-04 -1.08E-03 5.08E-04 -3.06E-03 -3.37E-03 -4.97E-03 -3.16E-03 -6.35E-03 3.06E-03 -1.34E-02 4.21E-04

Mean Value [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [s] [s]
NDBC 46211 0.0156 0.1007 2.8579 1.8505 2.7053 3.7523 1.4361 3.1774 10.5128 6.0024 0.4692
NDBC 46229 0.0119 0.0908 3.4493 2.1086 3.0586 4.1696 1.6506 3.5888 10.5687 6.0868 0.4569
NDBC 46213 0.0189 0.1007 4.2567 2.2588 3.2402 4.3448 1.7961 3.7314 11.1508 6.3411 0.4652
NDBC 46214 0.0114 0.1038 3.9307 2.2429 3.2551 4.2940 1.7945 3.6550 11.1057 6.3779 0.4576
NDBC 46215 0.0136 0.0959 2.4476 1.4162 1.9694 2.5543 1.1509 2.2463 11.8277 6.2812 0.4958
NDBC 46218 0.0145 0.0986 3.4280 2.0033 2.8176 3.7656 1.6108 3.2341 11.6029 6.3226 0.4859
NDBC 46216 0.0152 0.1008 1.7220 0.9501 1.3532 1.8041 0.7925 1.6108 9.6819 5.1168 0.4719
NDBC 46217 0.0216 0.1120 1.5893 0.9396 1.3908 1.9201 0.8145 1.7401 10.6794 5.0687 0.5233
NDBC 46221 0.0242 0.1171 1.5906 0.8912 1.2520 1.7839 0.7741 1.5950 12.5211 5.4029 0.5551
NDBC 46222 0.0217 0.1089 1.5010 0.8742 1.2590 1.8163 0.7412 1.6060 11.2785 5.2903 0.5307
NDBC 46223 0.0330 0.1181 1.4582 0.8137 1.1303 1.5986 0.7047 1.4352 13.3790 5.8330 0.6007
NDBC 46219 0.0163 0.1029 3.2846 1.8918 2.6124 3.4315 1.5565 3.0233 11.8039 6.2404 0.4988
NDBC 46224 0.0298 0.1156 1.4483 0.8286 1.1537 1.6487 0.7148 1.4586 13.2295 5.7628 0.5850
NDBC 46225 0.0252 0.1124 1.6565 0.9365 1.2945 1.8062 0.7978 1.5942 12.9832 5.9633 0.5608
NDBC 46231 0.0258 0.1194 1.7990 1.0344 1.4525 2.0444 0.8802 1.8144 12.8786 5.9470 0.5573

Percentage 
Change [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1] [% y-1]

NDBC 46211 0.5841 1.0233 0.0089 -0.1070 0.0345 0.3011 0.0589 0.5445 -0.0807 -0.1324 0.0720
NDBC 46229 -0.1136 1.2994 -0.0099 -0.5739 -0.8991 -0.9665 -0.5138 -0.4960 -0.1306 -0.3696 -0.0560
NDBC 46213 -1.2784 0.6928 -0.0130 -0.1470 -0.0957 0.0329 -0.0980 0.1723 -0.2681 -0.0200 -0.4213
NDBC 46214 0.8165 -0.0156 0.0099 -0.1025 0.0590 -0.1367 0.0646 0.2564 -0.1945 -0.0663 -0.0892
NDBC 46215 -0.7519 1.0846 -0.0048 -0.1659 -0.1183 0.0493 -0.0412 0.2987 -0.2604 -0.1302 -0.0174
NDBC 46218 0.8438 0.1623 0.0125 -0.1537 -0.1334 -0.0194 -0.0050 0.2477 -0.1095 0.0038 -0.0654
NDBC 46216 -1.1280 -0.3421 -0.0151 -0.0925 -0.0017 0.0236 -0.1741 -0.1322 -0.0408 0.0919 -0.1704
NDBC 46217 -0.6747 -0.3055 -0.0114 0.4587 0.8772 1.1041 0.4739 1.1666 -0.2219 -0.0712 -0.3497
NDBC 46221 -1.6123 0.2015 -0.0321 0.0187 0.2412 0.8633 -0.1022 0.7524 -0.3139 0.2166 -0.3297
NDBC 46222 -0.4424 -0.1763 -0.0220 -0.3020 -0.2740 0.5385 -0.3130 0.4844 -0.2527 0.1733 -0.2619
NDBC 46223 -0.9791 0.1304 -0.0178 0.2200 0.2336 0.8945 0.1618 0.7107 -0.0257 0.2383 -0.2014
NDBC 46219 -1.1760 -0.5440 -0.0135 0.1020 0.1864 0.2046 0.1715 0.3473 -0.3304 -0.0554 -0.2526
NDBC 46224 -0.3456 0.1946 -0.0158 -0.1593 -0.1109 0.2408 -0.1651 0.2351 -0.1066 0.1020 -0.1166
NDBC 46225 -0.8602 0.2002 -0.0229 0.0086 -0.0095 0.3759 0.0070 0.3099 -0.1024 0.1576 -0.2532
NDBC 46231 1.4840 -0.9043 0.0282 -0.2958 -0.2320 -0.2431 -0.3590 -0.3500 0.0238 -0.2253 0.0755

Significance Levels:

Rogue Waves Significant wave height Crest height Wave Period
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Table B.2: Supplementary Table S2:
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Table B.3: Supplementary Table S3:
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Trends Diff [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
NDBC 46211 -6.46 0.36 0.05 0.09 -0.03 -0.33 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.06 -0.02
NDBC 46229 -0.31 0.38 0.02 0.07 -0.08 0.07 -0.06 0.07 -0.22 0.18 -0.18
NDBC 46213 -6.20 -0.01 0.09 0.14 0.03 0.11 -0.06 -0.04 -0.05 0.17 0.13
NDBC 46214 -3.83 0.08 0.01 0.09 -0.11 0.01 0.31 -0.04 0.02 0.11 0.11
NDBC 46215 -1.66 -0.05 0.17 0.14 0.02 -0.19 -0.09 -0.07 0.04 -0.03 0.06
NDBC 46218 -2.19 0.07 -0.06 0.16 -0.13 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 0.15 0.10 -0.13
NDBC 46216 -0.29 -0.05 -0.02 0.00 0.19 0.11 0.07 -0.18 0.02 -0.05 0.04
NDBC 46217 -0.57 -0.11 -0.24 -0.01 -0.17 -0.07 0.02 -0.19 0.05 -0.05 -0.04
NDBC 46221 -0.01 0.16 -0.09 -0.06 0.06 -0.17 -0.06 0.32 -0.02 0.33 0.10
NDBC 46222 -0.01 0.02 -0.13 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.12 -0.02 0.04 -0.01 -0.11
NDBC 46223 -0.38 -0.10 -0.05 -0.04 -0.05 -0.17 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.06 -0.14
NDBC 46219 -15.10 -0.03 0.00 0.17 0.01 -0.02 0.10 0.15 0.01 -0.04 -0.09
NDBC 46224 -1.34 0.07 0.10 -0.30 -0.06 -0.12 0.14 -0.02 0.28 -0.01 0.01
NDBC 46225 -0.02 -35.28 0.11 -0.02 0.09 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.36 0.04 0.13
NDBC 46231 -24.24 0.42 -0.03 -0.01 -0.06 0.03 -0.15 -0.03 -0.14 -0.21 -0.04
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Can Rogue Waves Be Predicted Using Characteristic
Wave Parameters?
A. D. Cattrell1 , M. Srokosz2 , B. I. Moat2 , and R. Marsh3

1Fluid Structure Interactions, Engineering and the Environment, Boldrewood Innovation Campus, University of
Southampton, Southampton, UK, 2National Oceanography Centre, University of Southampton Waterfront Campus,
Southampton, UK, 3Ocean and Earth Science, University of Southampton, National Oceanography Centre, Southampton,
UK

Abstract Rogue waves are ocean surface waves larger than the surrounding sea that can pose a danger to
ships and offshore structures. They are often deemed unpredictable without complex measurement of the
wavefield and computationally intensive calculation, which is infeasible in most applications; consequently,
there a need for fast predictors. Here we collate, quality control, and analyze the largest data set of
single-point field measurements from surface following wave buoys to search for predictors of rogue wave
occurrence. We find that analysis of the sea state parameters in bulk yields no predictors, as the subset of seas
containing rogue waves sits within the set of seas without. However, spectral bandwidth parameters of
rogue seas display different probability distributions to normal seas, but these parameters are rarely provided
in wave forecasts. When location is accounted for, trends can be identified in the occurrence of rogue waves
as a function of the average sea state characteristics at that location. These trends follow a power law
relationship with the characteristic sea state parameters: mean significant wave height and mean zero
upcrossing wave period. We find that frequency of occurrence of rogue waves and their generating
mechanism is not spatially uniform, and each location is likely to have its own unique sensitivities, which
increase in the coastal seas. We conclude that forecastable predictors of rogue wave occurrence will need to
be location specific and reflective of their generation mechanism. Therefore, given location and a sufficiently
long historical record of sea state characteristics, the likelihood of occurrence can be obtained for
mariners and offshore operators.

Plain Language Summary Rogue waves are waves much larger than expected for the surrounding
sea state and their size and unexpected nature can pose a danger to ships and offshore structures. They are
often thought to be unpredictable without complex computational calculation. Here we try to find the
relationship between rogue wave occurrence and the characteristics of the sea state they occur in to
circumnavigate this and allow prediction. Here we find that when all the data is analysed in bulk only weak
relationships can be seen; however, when the data is analysed spatially relationships can be found between
wave height and wave period and rogue wave occurrence. We find that the number of rogue waves and their
cause differs spatially and note that each location is likely to have its own unique sensitivities which increase
in the coastal seas. We conclude that forecastable predictors of rogue wave occurrence will need to be
location specific, reflecting their cause. Therefore, given location and a sufficiently long historical record of
sea state characteristics, the likelihood of occurrence can be obtained for mariners and offshore operators.

1. Introduction

Rogue waves are transient surface gravity waves of height much greater than expected for the surrounding
sea and can severely damage ships and offshore structures (Dysthe et al., 2008). The most common method
of categorizing a rogue wave from a normal sea is to use a wave or crest height that exceeds a threshold in
relation to the significant wave height (Haver, 2000):

Hmax

Hs
> 2 (1)

and=or
Cmax

Hs
> 1:25 (2)

where Hmax is the zero-crossing wave height, Cmax is the crest height, and Hs is the significant wave height,
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here estimated as four times the standard deviation of the sea surface elevation from a 20-min observation
period. Therefore, rogue waves are not always extreme waves, just larger than statistically expected.

There are several competing theories for the physical mechanism explaining the formation of oceanic rogue
waves (Forristall, 2005): first, wave energy concentration through spatio-temporal wave focusing due to the
dispersive nature of water waves in intermediate and deep water (Draper, 1966; Kharif et al., 2009; Slunyaev
et al., 2005), which is further enhanced by nonlinearities (Longuet-Higgins, 1963; Tayfun, 1980, 2008), and sec-
ond, modulational instability or Benjamin-Feir instability, the generation of spectral sidebands and eventual
breakup of the waveform into pulses through nonlinearity (Benjamin & Feir, 1967). Taking inspiration from
rogue waves in aforementioned nonoceanic media, these nonlinear interactions have been suggested as a
cause of oceanic rogue waves (Kharif & Pelinovsky, 2003). Breather solitons (Akhmediev et al., 1987) and
the Peregrine soliton (Peregrine, 1983), which “appears from nowhere and disappears without a trace”
(Akhmediev et al., 2009), have also been suggested as causes (Kibler et al., 2010) and have been demon-
strated experimentally in a one-dimensional water channel (Chabchoub et al., 2012) and in very shallow
water wind waves (Costa et al., 2014). The real ocean is rarely unidirectional, and the importance of the
instability is questioned with recent studies explaining rogue wave formation without the aid of modulational
instability (Birkholz et al., 2016; Fedele et al., 2016). Other theories suggest the importance of local physical
forcing, such as the presence of ocean currents or the bottom topography in shallow waters focusing energy
(T. T. Janssen & Herbers, 2009).

Wave prediction using a deterministic approach typically uses radar images of the sea surface at given loca-
tions in space and time, combined with the physical laws, to predict the future sea surface elevation
(Dannenberg et al., 2010). The process is heavily dependent on signal processing theory and is computation-
ally expensive (Blondel-Couprie & Naaijen, 2012); it is therefore generally only used operationally to predict
that the wave heights will remain below a threshold (Belmont et al., 2014).

Precursor analysis is the identification of characteristic behaviors prior to extreme events (Hallerberg et al.,
2008). For rogue waves, the detection of instabilities in their infancy before they develop can act as a predic-
tor of rogue wave occurrence, thus alleviates the need to solve the governing equations. This was demon-
strated in a computational approach, unproven in the real ocean, by Cousins and Sapsis (2016), who
analyzed the interplay between nonlinear wave mechanisms that define which wave groups will focus due
to modulation instabilities and the power spectrum which defines wave group formation due to random
phase difference between harmonics. They defined a critical length scale over which the locally concentrated
energy acts as a trigger of nonlinear focusing, thus deriving short-term precursors of rare events. This method
still requires accurate sensing of the wavefield, whereas attributing rogue wave occurrence to sea state para-
meters that form part of a traditional wave forecasts could yield a computationally cheap method of predict-
ing rogue wave likelihood, that is most useful to mariners and offshore operators.

Large data sets of oceanic rogue waves, as compiled here, can be used to assess these theories of formation
and facilitate the investigation of predictability. A Baylor wave staff mounted on the Meetpost Noordwijk
platform in 18-m average water depth recorded 5,000 waves in the southern North Sea in January 1998
(Tayfun, 2008). The largest waves were attributed to the constructive focusing of spectral components
enhanced by second-order bound modes. Supporting this, Christou and Ewans (2014) analyzed 122 million
wave profiles collected from fixed offshore platforms at 22 locations in North Sea, 5 in Gulf of Mexico, 5 in
South China Sea, and 1 on the North-West shelf of Australia. The data set contained 3,649 rogue waves,
the occurrence of which was found to be not governed by sea state parameters, but rare events of the normal
population caused by dispersive focusing.

Offshore of California and Oregon, wave profiles from 16 Datawell Directional Waverider buoys form a data
set with approximately 1 million waves (Baschek & Imai, 2011). Of these, 2,843 exceeded H > 2.0 Hs and
258 exceeded H > 2.2 Hs. The buoy locations were categorized, into deep water, representative of the open
ocean; shallow water; and coastal ocean, of variable depth sheltered by islands. There are spatial differences
across the region, showing that rogue wave occurrence per annum is less frequent in the shallow and the
sheltered locations than in the open ocean. To estimate the likelihood of encounter on a global scale, the
probability of encountering a freak wave at the five open ocean buoys was applied to global wave heights,
empirically derived from 25-km resolution QuikSCAT wind speed data, yielding a world map of the extrapo-
lated likelihood of encountering rogue waves in the open ocean within a 24-hr period (Baschek & Imai, 2011).
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We include and extend the data from these buoys in our study to compile the largest data set to date for the
study of rogue waves.

Analysis of vertical displacement time series data from surface following wave buoys allows the study of
waves away from the influences of offshore structures. The data set used in this study is an order of magni-
tude larger than previous studies, which is important when analyzing rare events. The data set offers a unique
spatial insight into the cause of formation of rogue waves in a range of wave environments covering multiple
ocean basins. Analysis of the time series data allows for the assessment of sea state characteristics as a
predictor of rogue waves and to study the shape of rogue waves.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we detail the measurement and the quality control of the data set of
observed rogue waves. Second, the potential causal links between rogue waves and sea state parameters are
investigated. Third, we examine the average shape of rogue waves for a range of size criteria. Fourth, the
spatial distribution of rogue waves is mapped. We conclude by discussing the implications of our analysis
in the context of previous rogue wave studies.

2. Data Set

The data analyzed here consists of vertical displacement recorded by 80 Datawell waverider buoys around
the coast of North America and Pacific Ocean islands and covers diverse wave environments, from fetch-
limited coastal bays to the deep ocean away from coastal processes (Figure 1). The earliest record began
in August 1993, and the most recent data from active buoys cut off at February 2017, with buoy record
lengths varying. In contrast to many previous wave buoy studies, the buoys are continuously measuring,
not just switched on during storms.

The wave buoys are managed by, and the data freely available from, the Coastal Data Information Program
(CDIP), operated by Scripps Institution of Oceanography. Datawell waverider buoys use accelerometers to
measure waves with periods of 1.6–30 s and wave heights up to 40 m with a vertical resolution of 0.01 m.
The vertical displacement of the buoy is sampled at a rate of 3.84 Hz; however, data are transmitted and
logged on-board with a sampling frequency of 1.28 Hz. Here we use data from the buoy’s memory card data
to avoid transmission losses.

Wave buoys can underestimate the wave peaks by avoiding the 3-D peak of the wave (Allender et al., 1989) or
by being dragged through the crest, avoiding short-crested extreme waves (Seymour & Castel, 1998). In addi-
tion, the fluid structure interactions of a wave buoy can linearize the wave time series (James, 1986;
Magnusson et al., 1999). Wave buoys are also subject to biofouling (Thomson et al., 2015), vandalism
(Beets et al., 2015), and affected by tidal currents. These drawbacks in sampling using wave buoys are
mitigated by the unparalleled spatial distribution, length of record, and consistency of continuous surface
elevation measurement by the Datawell Waverider buoys (Casas-Prat & Holthuijsen, 2010).

3. Quality Control and Initial Processing of the Data Set

Field measurements of waves are subject to errors that must be removed to obtain a high quality and reliable
data set. Therefore, a strict quality control (QC) procedure is required. Furthermore, since this study is looking
at extreme individual wave events, not just sea state statistics where the occasional spike would be smoothed
in the large sample, a stringent QC procedure for data failing flags was applied.

Each displacement time series was split into nonoverlapping 20-min seas, the typical observational period.
The buoy automatically flags questionable, bad, or missing data points in the same time domain as the
vertical displacement, and CDIP also runs a shore-side QC process. Any 20-min sea with an error flag was
removed, as sufficient quantity of data allowed this rather than attempting to fix observations by removing
single erroneous data points (Makri et al., 2016). For each sea, the vertical displacement time series was
linearly interpolated to increase the time resolution by a factor of 10, and the zero upcrossing wave period,
wave height, and crest height were calculated.

Screening of erroneous values not identified by the buoy or CDIP’s QC took place using a series of filters. The
entire 20-min sea was removed if it had values in excess of the buoy’s displacement limits or failed any of the
following flags based on the QC process undertaken by Christou and Ewans (2014):

10.1029/2018JC013958Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans
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Flag a Individual waves with a zero-crossing wave period >25 s.
Flag b The rate of change of surface elevation, Sy, exceeded by a factor of 2:

Sy ¼ 2πσ
Tz

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnNzð Þ

p
(3)

where σ is the is the standard deviation of the surface elevation η, NZ is the number of zero upcrossing
periods (Tz).

Flag c Flag b, running from time maxima to minima.
Flag d Ten consecutive data points of the same value.
Flag e Absolute crest or trough elevation is greater than 5 times the standard deviation of the 20-min water

surface elevation.
Flag f A single zero-crossing containing >1,499 data points.

Seas were then categorized as normal or rogue using equations (1) and (2). Seas not containing rogue waves
are hereafter referred to as normal seas. Rogue waves were then subject to a visual QC as performed by
Christou and Ewans (2014) and Makri et al. (2016) to ensure an erroneous wave was not included in the
analysis. Although subjective, experience gained reviewing rogue waves and previous literature allowed
sound identification of instrument error.

Figure 1. Map showing the location and name of the 80 Datawell waverider buoys used in the study. The point color indicates the water depth at the buoys location.

10.1029/2018JC013958Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans
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4. Results

From an initial data set size equivalent to 13.2 million 20-min seas, 11.4
million seas (86%) passed QC. These seas contain 1.1 billion individual
wave profiles; of these, 74,262 were rogue waves with abnormality index
(h/Hs; AI) of 2 < AI < 3, 120 with 3 < AI < 4, 30 with 4 < AI < 5, and 19
with AI > 5 (Figure 2a). About 21,682 had a Cmax/Hs ratio exceeding 1.25,
324 exceeding 1.75, 137 exceeding 2.25, and 67 exceeding 2.75
(Figure 2b). The data set covers extensive range of significant wave
heights up to 14 m, peak wave heights exceeding 20 m, and crest
elevations up to 14 m.

4.1. Sea State Parameters:

Assessing the occurrence of rogue waves as a function of the statistics of
the sea state in which they occur could indicate the method of their gen-
eration. Furthermore, a link between forecastable wave parameters and
rogue wave occurrence could facilitate a low computational-cost predictor
of rogue wave events.

Wave steepness has been cited as an explanation for rogue wave forma-
tion because, under certain conditions, nonlinear interactions beyond sec-
ond order can provide significant increases in wave elevation and
steepness (Gibson & Swan, 2007). Plotting the common wave parameters
significant wave height (Hs) and peak wave period (Tp; Figure 3), with each
point representing a 20-min sea that passed the QC procedure, gives an
indication of steepness. The seas containing rogue waves primarily lie
within the distribution of normal seas, and normal seas are as steep as or
steeper than rogue seas; therefore, steepness cannot be the exclusive cau-
sal factor in rogue event formation. The marginal probability density func-
tion (PDF) of Hs indicates that the majority of rogue waves occur in seas
with low significant wave height and that there is no discernible link
between Hs and rogue wave occurrence when bulk analyzing the data
set as a many independent seas. The marginal PDF of Tp shows a bimodal
distribution for both rogue sea and normal seas, with peaks at 8 and 14 s.
Rogue seas display increased probability, relative to normal seas, in seas
with Tp < 6 s. We discuss the distribution of period further below.

Another assessment of the role of steepness is the analysis of maximum
crest height in the 20-min sea as a function of the mean sea state steep-
ness S1 (Figure 4b):

S1 ¼ 2π
g

Hs

T21
(4)

where g is gravitational acceleration, and mean wave period T1 = m0/m1

calculated from the first two moments of the wave spectrum:

mn ¼ ∫∞0 f
n S fð Þ ∂f (5)

where S(f) is the nondirectional energy density spectrum, withHs ¼ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0

p
.

As previously seen, the rogue seas mostly sit within the normal seas, and
there are normal seas with greater steepness than rogue seas, and the
marginal PDF of S1 shows little deviation between the rogue and normal
seas (Figure 4e). Furthermore, the distributions of maximum values for
rogue seas and normal seas do not form separate distributions (Figure 2).

Figure 3. (a) Probability density function of significant wave height for seas
containing a rogue wave (black dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill).
(b) Significant wave height with peak period, indicating wave steepness, for
20-min samples of rogue seas (black points) and normal seas (grey points).
(c) Probability density function of peak period height for rogue seas (black
dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill).

Figure 2. The grey points represent normal seas and the black rogue seas
and display (a) the maximum wave height of each 20-min sea that passed
QC as a function of the significant wave height, with the degrees of
abnormality index (h/Hs) marked and (b) the maximum crest elevation in
each 30-min sea as a function of significant wave height, with degrees of
abnormality (Cmax/Hs) displayed.

10.1029/2018JC013958Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans
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The relative importance of nonlinearities can be measured by looking at the maximum crest height as a func-
tion of wave skewness λ3 (Figure 4c) and the excess kurtosis λ40 (Figure 4d):

λ3 ¼ η3

σ3
(6)

λ40 ¼ η4

σ4
� 3 (7)

where overbars denote statistical averages, and σ is the standard deviation of the surface elevation η (n.b.
σ2 = m0). For a Gaussian sea λ3 = 0, λ40 = 0. The skewness describes the effects of nonlinearities on the
geometry and statistics of the sea surface, with increased skewness implying more pointed crests and shal-
lower, more rounded, troughs (Fedele & Tayfun, 2009; Tayfun, 1980; Tayfun & Fedele, 2007). The rogue seas
sit within the bounds of the normal seas (Figure 4c), and the marginal PDF of skewness shows that rogue seas
are not particularly skewed (Figure 4f). Therefore, skewness cannot distinguish rogue-containing seas from
normal seas.

Rogue seas have increased excess kurtosis compared to normal seas (Figures 4d and 4g); however, by
definition a sea with a rogue wave will have a wave much larger than the surrounding sea, hence an
increased kurtosis, and removing the rogue wave from the 20-min sea reduces the kurtosis
(Stansell, 2004).

Spectral bandwidth can be an indicator of the strength of nonlinear focusing (P. Janssen, 2003). The spectral
width parameters ε and ν are calculated by

ε ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� m2

2

m0m4

s
(8)

ν ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2m0

m1m1

r
� 1 (9)

where m0, m1, m2, and m4 are the zeroth-, first-, second-, and fourth-order spectral moments, respectively,
calculated from equation (5). For narrow bandwidths ε and ν approach zero, and the wave energy is concen-
trated near the peak frequency, as individual waves have similar frequency with differing amplitudes

Figure 4. (a) The probability density function of the maximum crest height of the 20-min sea for rogue seas (black dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill). Maximum
crest height as a function of (b) sea state steepness S1, (c) skewness, and (d) excess kurtosis. Probability density functions of (e) sea state steepness S1, (f) skewness,
and (g) excess kurtosis for rogue seas (black dashed line) and normal seas (grey fill).
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modulated by the wave envelope. Values of ε and ν approaching 1 are due
to a wide spectrum, with wave energy distributed over widespread
frequencies.

Typical values for wave conditions during a storm are ν≈ 0.3–0.5 (Massel,
2013), and normal seas form a distribution about this with a peak at
0.45. The distribution of ν indicates that although the most likely spectral
bandwidth is similar for rogue and normal seas (Figure 5a), the probability
of getting rogues increases in seas with a higher bandwidth. The distribu-
tion of ε (Figure 5b) supports this by indicating that rogue waves with an
AI > 2 are more likely to occur at higher spectral widths, and this would
suggest that these rogues are unlikely to be generated by modulational
instability. The distribution for the crest height criterion differs from this,
however, showing higher probability in seas with narrow
spectral bandwidth.

The spectral width parameter ν is preferred to ε because ε depends on the
fourth-order moment of the spectrum (equation (8)) and tends to infinity
logarithmically with the high-frequency cutoff (Tucker & Pitt, 2001).
Although ν also depends on a high-frequency cutoff, fc, the variation is less

than 10% for fc × Tp > 5 (Rye, 1977). The wave buoys apply a low-pass filter of 1.5 Hz due to geometric
attenuation, when the wave wavelength becomes comparable to the buoy dimensions, and the buoy can
no longer follow them. Therefore, for Tp > 3.33 s the variation in ν is less than 10%.

4.2. Average Waveshape

Mariners describe the shape of rogue waves as “walls of water” or “holes in the ocean” (Gibbs & Taylor,
2005), fitting the crest height (equations (2)) and wave height criteria (equations (1)), respectively. A rogue
crest would appear as a “wall of water” above the mean surface level, and for a height criteria rogue, the
ship would fall into a deep preceding trough, far below the mean surface level, appearing as a “hole in the
ocean.” The buoys store surface elevation continuously, allowing an analysis of the shape of rogue
waves (Figure 6).

When averaged, the waves that exceed the crest elevation criterion (equation (2)) have an average crest ele-
vation of 1.48, exceeding the 1.25 threshold. This average rogue waveshape has a larger crest and shallower
preceding trough than the average shape of the largest 1% of normal waves, as described by Walker et al.
(2004). This differs from the shape seen by Christou and Ewans (2014), which had deeper troughs and a peak
of equal height.

However, waves that exceed the wave height criterion (equation (1)) do
not exceed their individual threshold when averaged. This thought to be
a consequence of the normalizing and averaging, which smooths out
the troughs, making them shallower.

We examine this more closely in Figure 7 and try to improve the normal-
ization by normalizing by Twave rather than Tp where:

Twave ¼ T following trough � Tpreceding trough (10)

Furthermore, we now average the waves by using the median, a more
stable average than the mean, as it is less sensitive to outliers, allowing
an improved representation of the average shape. With an input AI of
>2 (Figure 7a), the AI of the average wave is 1.9. This is due to troughs
not perfectly aligning and becoming smoothed in the
median averaging.

The trough preceding the peak is deeper than that following. To get an
average AI of 2, then AI ≥ 2.136. Increasing the input to AI ≥ 3, the average
AI exceeds the input, with AI = 3.336. In this case, the trough following the

Figure 6. The average height and period normalized waveshape of rogue
waves with a crest height greater than 1.25 Hs (red), rogue waves with a
wave height greater than 2 Hs (blue), and the highest 1% of normal waves
(green).

Figure 5. Probability density functions of spectral bandwidth parameters (a)
ν and (b) ε for normal seas (grey fill), rogue seas-crest criteria (black dot), and
rogue seas height criteria (black dash).
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peak is deeper than that preceding. This trend continues with input AI ≥ 4
and AI ≥ 5, with the following trough getting deeper, relative to the
preceding trough, and displays increased noise, likely due to the reduction
in the number of samples with high AI. A deeper trough following a high
crest could result in an experience like falling into a “hole” in the ocean
that mariners report.

As expected, the crests are peaky and the troughs more rounded, this
evidencing the nonlinearity despite the wave buoys linearizing the sea
(Longuet-Higgins, 1963; Tayfun, 1980). The average rogue wave by
(crest height criterion only) shape from the Christou and Ewans
(2014) database revealed equal minimum elevation of troughs
preceding and following the peak, and the shape of six rogue waves,
including the Draupner wave, revealed no relationship (Benetazzo
et al., 2017).

4.3. Spatial variations:

The frequency of occurrence of rogue waves is not the same everywhere
(Baschek & Imai, 2011). The spatially diverse data set compiled here allows
for the novel analysis of rogue wave occurrence as a function of averaged
sea state parameters (Figure 8).

Rare hazardous events occur at a range of intensities, with the occurrence
rate being a decreasing function of their intensity, and often follow a
power law rate-intensity relationship With increasing rogue wave preva-
lence, the height of freak waves (Figure 8a), the significant wave height
(Figure 8b), and the zero-crossing period (Figure 8c) of the seas in which
they occur decrease. Zero crossing wave period bifurcates (Figure 8c), with
buoys in the Atlantic showing a stronger dependence on wave period
compared to those in the Pacific, with Pacific wave period greater than
Atlantic locations. This is likely the explanation of the bimodal distribution
in the marginal PDF of Tp (Figure 3).

In the Pacific Ocean, rogue wave occurrence shows a relationship with
spectral bandwidth parameters and could be indicative of the genera-
tion mechanism at specific sites (Figure 9). The distribution of percen-
tage rogue wave occurrence shows that rogue waves are more
prevalent in the Southern Californian Bight (SCB; Figure 9). The wave
climate in the region is complex (Adams et al., 2008; O’Reilly et al.,
2016). Aleutian low sourced waves, approach the SCB from the north-
west during La Niña, and more from the west during El Niño (Adams
et al., 2008; Graham & Diaz, 2001). There is Northwest swell generated
along the California coast, tropical storms formed off Mexico (Inman
et al., 1996; Inman & Jenkins, 1997), Southern Hemisphere swell during

summer months with small wave height and long period, sea-breeze waves, and Santa Ana wind waves
(Adams et al., 2008; Guzman-Morales et al., 2016). The complexity is further compounded by wave refrac-
tion, diffraction, and sheltering by Point Conception, at the northern end of the SCB, which blocks waves
from >315°, the complex bathymetry of the California Borderlands, and the Channel Islands (Adams et al.,
2008; Pawka, 1983; Pawka et al., 1984). It is therefore logical to have high average ν in the region
(Figure 9), confirming that the role of instability in forming the rogues in the SCB is likely minimal.
Additionally, Kaumalapau, Lanai, Hawaii (CDIP buoy 146), shows high rogue wave occurrence and a large ν.

In contrast, there is high rogue wave occurrence in the Cook Inlet, Alaska (CDIP buoys 175 and 204) but low
average ν. The Cook Inlet has a tidal range of 8–9 m, forcing currents about 1–2 m/s during full tidal flow, and
currents are also generated by wind and baroclinic forcing (Singhal et al., 2013). Wave height and steepness
could increase due to a strong opposing current (Kharif & Pelinovsky, 2003; Onorato et al., 2011; Toffoli et al.,

Figure 7. The average shape of the peak aligned and normalized (with Hs
and Twave) sea surface elevation for a range of input AI: (a) 2, (b) 2.136,
displaying an average AI of 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, and (e) 5. One standard deviation
about the median is shown in grey shade.
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2003). Currents can also alter the dispersion relation and spatially focus
wave energy, forming rogue waves (Heller et al., 2008; Lavrenov, 1998;
Peregrine, 1976).

In the Southern Gulf of Alaska, Ocean Station Papa (50°N, 145°W) is
situated on the southern edge of the cyclonic northeast Pacific subpolar
gyre (Pelland et al., 2016). The currents are weak in the low-energy Gulf
of Alaska (Freeland, 2007), and hence, the site is representative of the open
Pacific Ocean. The site has low average spectral bandwidth and low freak
wave prevalence, further indicating that coastal processes enhance rogue
wave occurrence likelihood.

The buoys on the Eastern seaboard of North America are located on the
continental shelf and have prevailing offshore winds, explaining a lower
average significant wave height compared to the West coast. The preva-
lence of rogue waves here is greater but their cause of formation is difficult
to define with the available data. Spectral bandwidth is average in the
southern sites and narrows with increasing latitude (Figure 9).

5. Discussion

Wave forecasts provide the characteristic sea state parameters (Hs, Tp, Tz,
etc.), and a relationship between them and rogue wave occurrence would
provide mariners a computationally cheap tool to assess the likelihood of
rogue waves; however, when analyzed as a data set of 1.1 million indivi-
dual 20-min seas, no clear link can be found, supporting Christou and
Ewans (2014) finding that “rogue waves are not governed by sea state
parameters”. When the data are examined as 80 spatially differing time
series, the rogue wave occurrence likelihood at the location can be exam-
ined as a function of the average sea state characteristics. This yields
power law relationships between occurrence and mean Hs and mean Tz
(Figure 8). This would allow the likelihood of rogue wave occurrence to
be predicted at a location given the long-term average sea state character-
istics. Furthermore, the application of machine learning tools on the data
set may find novel links based on these parameters by building predictive
models that extract patterns from large data sets. To the author’s knowl-
edge, this has not been undertaken on an ocean wave data set and will
be performed in a follow-up study.

The spectral width parameter ν could provide a novel indicator of rogue wave occurrence: seas with a high
spectral bandwidth may have increased rogue wave likelihood. This finding is in contrast to that of
Christou and Ewans (2014), who showed that freak waves were more narrowbanded. Wave groups in seas
with narrow spectral bandwidth stay coherent for a longer period than a broadband spectrum; thus, non-
linear instabilities, such as the Benjamin-Feir instability or modulational instability, are more effective.
Rogue waves occurring in seas with a broad spectral bandwidth indicates that Benjamin-Feir instability
may not be the cause of rogue wave occurrence.

Spatial analysis is complex as wave characteristics at a local scale cannot fully be understood by solely looking
at the local conditions as both the locally generated waves, the wind sea, and swell waves from distant storms
need to be understood, but this is beyond the scope of our present analysis. In addition, the buoys provide
some directionality information through their north and west displacement, which has not been incorpo-
rated into this study due to computational constraints. This information could allow the investigation of
crossing seas and spreading angle as a rogue wave generation mechanismwith the statistical power that this
large data set provides. Again, this is left to a future study.

The cause of formation of rogue waves differs with location: In the SCB, rogues occur with high spectral band-
width, and therefore, mariners may be able to use this as a statistical predictor. In the Cook Inlet however, this

Figure 8. Logged statistical average (denoted by overbar) of (a) freak wave
height, (b) significant wave height, and (c) zero upcrossing wave period,
as a function of logged percentage rogue seas for each of the 80 wave buoys.
Water depth at the buoy location is denoted with point color and ocean by
shape: squares for Pacific Ocean and circles for Atlantic Ocean. Linear
regressions and associated parameters are displayed.
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would not yield a suitable warning, as entirely different processes may generate the rogue waves. Therefore,
it is unlikely that a predictor can be based on one parameter, and any predictors will need to be
region specific.

Rogue wave occurrence is low at Ocean Station Papa, themost open-ocean like buoy in the data set. This sug-
gests that coastal processes amplify the number of rogue waves. However, deep open ocean areas are under-
sampled, and hence under-represented in this, and all previous studies, due to the complications of offshore
mooring systems for buoys in deep waters and the cost of maintenance.

Wave buoys provide a single-point time series and therefore only capture rogue waves occurring at that
point, but whether or not a wave is breaking cannot be determined from the time series. It is possible that
rogue waves could occur nearby but not directly at the buoy’s locations, and hence, the likelihood of rogue
waves is under represented by buoys (Benetazzo et al., 2015; Fedele et al., 2013). This can be investigated
numerically with simulations of high-order spectral calculations of the Euler equations for water waves
(Dommermuth & Yue, 1987; Fedele et al., 2016), and experimentally using stereo imagery to form spatio-
temporal records of 3-D wavefield s (Benetazzo et al., 2012; Gallego et al., 2011). A recent study by
Benetazzo et al. (2017) used this method to show that the probability of encountering rogue waves in space
and time is at least an order of magnitude larger than when restricting the analysis to a point time series.
Additionally, the spatial element is important when considering the rogue wave encounter likelihood for
ships and offshore structures, which have a spatial footprint rather than simply being at a point (Benetazzo
et al., 2017).

The scientific definition of a rogue wave (equations (1) and (2)) form somewhat arbitrary thresholds that do
not account for the sudden and severe characteristics of a real rogue wave as reported by mariners. Further
work is required to formulate an improved definition that better encompasses the severity and unexpected
nature of rogue waves as reported by mariners. It would then be valuable to assess the likelihood of exceed-
ing this improved definition using extreme value analysis.

Figure 9. Map of the percentage rogue seas (marker size) and the average spectral bandwidth parameter ν (marker color).
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6. Summary and Conclusions

We collated and quality controlled the largest data set of individual wave profiles for the investigation of
rogue waves. The large size still did not yield a discernible link between rogue wave occurrence and the
statistics of the 20-min seas in which they occurred. When the data were assessed as 80 separate locations
with a long record of seas, power law relationships of rogue wave occurrence and the average rogue wave
height, max wave height, significant wave height, and zero crossing wave period were found. With increasing
rogue wave prevalence, the height of freak, and highest waves, and the significant wave height and zero-
crossing period of the seas in which they occur decrease.

Looking spatially at percentage rogue wave occurrence and the average statistics for each buoy showed that
the generation mechanisms for rogue waves is not the same everywhere, and rarely seem to be due to
modulational instabilities. The high rogue wave occurrence in the southern California Bight are likely gener-
ated by a complex crossing wavefields, whereas in the semienclosed seas in Alaska, tidal currents are likely
the main mechanism. Therefore, predictors of rogue wave occurrence will need to be region specific.

Future work will use machine learning algorithms to search for novel links between sea state characteristics
that have not been sought using the traditional analysis of this paper. Furthermore, the directionality data
from the buoys will also be analyzed to better understand the influence of crossing seas.
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Seasonal intensification and trends 
of rogue wave events on the US 
western seaboard
A. D. Cattrell1, M. Srokosz  2, B. I. Moat  2 & R. Marsh3

Studies of changes in wave climate typically consider trends in sea state statistics, such as the 
significant wave height. However, the temporal variability of individual rogue waves, which pose a 
hazard to users of the sea and coastal environment has not been investigated. We use time series of 
continuous surface elevation over 124–270 months (spanning 1994–2016), from 15 wave buoys along 
the US western seaboard, to investigate regional trends in significant wave height and individual rogue 
waves. We find high spatial variability in trends in significant wave height and rogue waves across the 
region. Rogue wave occurrence displays a mostly decreasing trend, but the relative height – or severity 
– of the waves is increasing. We also identify seasonal intensification in rogue waves with increased 
rogue wave occurrence, of higher severity, in the winter than in the summer. Therefore, the common 
practice of stating a single occurrence likelihood for an ocean basin is not valid. In addition, the buoy 
data show that the magnitude and significance of trends in significant wave height increases towards 
higher percentiles, supporting previous findings.

Global mean significant wave height has increased over the past 30 years1–3. Young et al.3, analysed satellite altim-
etry from 1985–2008 that indicated weak trends in monthly global mean significant wave height (HS) and indi-
cated that the largest waves (90th and 99th percentile Hs) have increased in amplitude over this period. This is also 
true for waves along the highly populous western seaboard of the United States of America. These were shown 
to be increasing, with 90th and 99th percentile of mean monthly Hs increasing by over 1% per year, over a 23 year 
period3. In-situ measurements yielded negative trends offshore of Washington and Oregon, and positive offshore 
of California, all of which were of small magnitude4. Similarly, neutral or weakly decreasing trends in Hs have also 
been seen in other observation-based studies5,6. In addition, decreasing trends in mean peak wave period (Tp) 
were seen from 1992 to 2012 for most of the mid-latitude North Pacific6.

Rogue waves are transient individual waves larger than expected for the surrounding sea state, and are known 
to occur on the US western seaboard7,8. The region has a population of over 50 million people with significant 
coastal infrastructure. Ports in the region handle 49% of the total U.S. containerised trade and Port of Los Angeles 
and Port of Long Beach together make Southern California the largest gateway for U.S. containerised imports9. 
In addition, there is a high volume of tanker, bulk carrier, Roll On–Roll Off, passenger, and fishing activity 
focused around the ports in the region (Fig. 1). Vessels also service the offshore structures deployed to support 
the Californian oil and gas industry10, as well as test beds for renewable energy devices (Fig. 1). Rogue waves at 
the shoreline have fatally swept people out to sea at Point Reyes, Maverick’s beach, and Arcata, in California and 
Depoe Bay, Oregon11. Rogue wave-ship collisions have resulted in fatalities, cargo loss, and ships foundering12. 
In the region, the NOAA research vessel R/V Ballena capsised off Point Conception, California13. In 2006, M/V 
Westwood Pomona encountered a rogue wave off Port of Coos Bay, injuring one and damaging the vessel. In 
Brookings Harbor, Oregon, four waves caused ship damage11.

Rogue waves are differentiated from normal waves as waves of height (h) greater than 2Hs >( )2h
Hs

, or with a 
crest height (Cr) greater than 1.25Hs > .( )1 25Cr

Hs
14. Previous research on rogue waves evaluates their occurrence 

likelihood from compiled datasets across multiple locations7, and typically give one statistic for their 
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occurrence15. Recent work has expanded this to consider their spatial variability along the US western seaboard8, 
and seasonality16, but the interannual temporal variability of the phenomenon is unknown. Here we provide a 
detailed temporal analysis of the wave record from 15 Datawell Waverider buoys along the US western seaboard 
(Fig. 1), managed by the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP). They were selected as they store the raw 
surface displacement data and provide a uniform sampling platform with a duration of over 10 years. First, we 
analyse whether there is a statistically significant monotonic trend in the monthly binned sea state characteristics 
over sampling periods of 124–270 months and compare to the findings of previous studies. Temporal variability 
of individual rogue wave events, and their height and relative abnormality are assessed on both a decadal and 
seasonal scale for the first time.

Results
Are Wave Heights Increasing? The mean Hs over the sampling period of the buoys show small decreasing 
trends of less than 0.5% yr−1 for most buoys; although these are not statistically significant (Red bars – Fig. 2) 
they are similar to what is seen in satellite data3. The trends from buoys in the Southern Californian Bight are 
slightly more complex, with four buoys displaying an increasing trend. These four buoys include the only sta-
tistically significant buoy and displays an increase in the 90th percentile of Hs (Blue bars – Fig. 2). Elsewhere 
buoys show a reduction in the 90th percentile of Hs. Trends in 99th percentile of Hs (Green bars - Fig. 2) have 
the largest magnitudes. Trends are mostly positive, with magnitudes around 0.02 m yr−1, and three buoys have 

Figure 1. Overview map of the United States western seaboard. The locations of the 15 Datawell Waverider 
buoys are shown (yellow points), along with ports (triangle markers) and offshore structures (pink hexagons). 
ESRI Basemap Sources: Esri, GEBCO, NOAA, National Geographic, DeLorme, HERE, Geonames.org, and 
other contributors.
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statistically significant trends. In Oregon, Umpqua Offshore shows a reduction of 0.004 m yr−1 (0.96% y−1). In 
California, Anacapa Passage, Santa Monica Bay, San Pedro, and Dana Point show increases of 0.009 to 0.021 m 
yr−1 (0.5–1.1%y−1). The magnitude of significant wave height trend increases at extreme values (90th and 99th 
percentiles) supporting previous findings3; however, the sign of the trends are more spatially variable than seen 
in 2° × 2° satellite data3.

Trends in the mean wave crest heights are weak and none are statistically significant. Trends in the 99th percen-
tile of crest height are stronger, with the three buoys that showed statistically significant results for the 99th percen-
tile of Hs also having significantly increasing mean crest heights (TABLE S1). The trend in mean peak wave period 
(Tp) and mean zero-crossing wave period (Tz) are reducing as projected by Hemer et al.17; however, in locations 
sheltered from the dominant wave direction – inshore buoys between point conception and San Diego - the mean 
Tz is increasing. Here the buoys are more wind-sea dominated and respond to changing wind forcing3, whereas 
more exposed buoys are swell dominated, and changes in wind-sea are less discernible. The magnitudes of the 
trends are less than 0.3% y−1. Furthermore, the distribution of energy over frequency components, as described 
by the spectral bandwidth parameter, ν (see Methods), is also reducing at most locations (TABLE S1).

Are Rogue Wave occurrences increasing? Rogue wave occurrence is variable on an interannual times-
cale, and there is considerable spatial variability within the region (Green bars – Fig. 3). Rogue wave occurrence 
is reducing within the Southern Californian Bight, but elsewhere trend and magnitude vary. As a percentage of 
the average occurrence at each location, rogue wave occurrences are increasing at 1.5% y−1 at the most southerly 
buoy, Mission Bay, CA. Although larger increasing trends of 0.6, 0.81, and 0.84 % y−1 are seen in the north at 

Figure 2. Trend in the mean (red), 90th percentile (blue), and 99th percentile (green) of significant wave height 
as a percentage of the location’s time series mean. Empty and half-filled circles indicate the 90th and 95th levels of 
statistical significance, respectively, deemed by the seasonal Mann-Kendall test.
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Grays Harbor, Point Reynes, and Harvest, respectively, these are not statistically significant. Buoys that do have 
significant trends are ones with a reduction in rogue wave occurrence: −1.3% y−1 at Cape Mendocino, CA.; 
−1.6% y−1 at Santa Monica Bay, CA.; and −1% y−1 at Dana Point CA. (Fig. 3).

We have discussed the trends in occurrence of rogue waves, but the temporal variability of the size of the rogue 
waves is unknown and is important in determining their impact on the coastal marine industry. The Abnormality 
Index (AI) gives a useful metric for how large a rogue is with respect to the background sea (see Methods). Here 
we investigate the excess AI, defined as −{ }( ) 2

H

H
rogue

s
 for a wave height rogue, or − .{ }( ) 1 25

Cr

H
rogue

s
 for a crest 

height rogue. Most buoys show minimal change in excess AI, but Grays Harbor, WA. and Diablo Canyon, CA. 
show statistically significant increases over time of greater than 1% y−1 (Blue bars – Fig. 3). At these locations 
rogue waves are getting monotonically larger with time, relative to the background sea (Hs), and therefore more 
hazardous to maritime industry at Grays harbor, and coastal infrastructure such as the nuclear power plant at 
Diablo Canyon. There is however, minimal temporal variability in the absolute height of rogue waves (Yellow bars 
– Fig. 3). As a percentage of the mean rogue wave height, trends are all less than 0.02% y−1.

The frequency and intensity of the weather systems in the region are connected to the Aleutian Low5,18, and 
indirectly to the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)19 and the Arctic Oscillation20. Signals of increased Hs and 
Tp during the 1997–1998 and 2015–2016 El Niño years are seen in the dataset, and previous analyses21. However, 
we find no discernible link between the interannual variations in rogue wave occurrence and climate variability 
indices.

Figure 3. Trends in rogue wave occurrence (green), Excess Abnormality Index (Excess AI; blue), and rogue 
wave height (yellow), as a percentage of the mean value of the time series. Empty and half-filled circles indicate 
the 90th and 95th significance levels, respectively, as determined by a seasonal Mann-Kendall test.
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The analysis is aimed at assessing the interannual variability of rogue waves and determining monotonic lin-
ear trends over the wave buoy observational period. It does not necessarily indicate that the trends are a result of 
global climate change as interannual climate variations have long-term oscillations that will influence the wave 
climate on a longer time scale than the data record presented here. Furthermore, the length of this dataset is too 
short to differentiate a steady trend from an accelerating trend.

Seasonal Intensification of Rogue Waves. The only previous research on seasonality showed an increase 
in rogue wave occurrence in the both summer and winter16. In contrast., we find that rogue waves are more 
prevalent in the winter months (December-January-February, blue - Fig. 4A) than summer (June-July-August, 
red). Grays Harbor, WA. and Goleta Point, CA. have almost double the probability of rogue wave occurrence in 
winter compared to summer. The exceptions are the buoys with the lowest wave energy, Dana Point, CA., and 
Oceanside CA. The contrast to previous findings is possibly due to a different choice of rogue wave definition 
and analysis approach, differing record lengths and the inclusion of buoys from different regions, as compared to 
Imai (2010)16. Our analysis shows the need to determine seasonal occurrence statistics for individual rogue waves 
rather than just annual averages.

Figure 4. Mean Winter (blue) and Summer (red) values for each buoy, from north to south, for (A) the rogue 
wave occurrence, (B) rogue wave height, (C) Abnormality Index (AI), and (D) spectral bandwidth parameter 
Nu. Error bars denote two standard error about the mean.
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Winter also yields larger rogue waves than summer (Fig. 4B), with exposed northern locations displaying the 
largest seasonal variation, with almost a 2 m variation in average seasonal height at Cape Mendocino. In contrast, 
rogue waves in the sheltered locations of the Southern Californian Bight have a seasonal variation in height of less 
than 0.5 m. Seasonality in the absolute height of rogue waves is expected because rogue wave height is a function 
of Hs, which is well known to vary seasonally. During boreal spring and summer, high atmospheric pressure 
dominates and the waves are forced by north-westerly winds and storms in the southern hemisphere, result-
ing in lower wave energy conditions17,18,22. Outside of this, the wave climatology is dominated by mid-latitude 
North Pacific extra-tropical cyclones, Eastern Pacific tropical storms, and local winds22–26, resulting in large seas, 
dominated by swell22,27. Thus, greater seasonality can be seen at exposed and swell dominated locations, and the 
distribution of rogue wave height across the region mirrors that of Hs (Supplementary Table S1).

Excess AI gives an indicator of the size of the rogues compared to Hs and hence unaffected by seasonality in Hs. 
Half the buoys locations show statistically significant seasonality in Excess AI (Fig. 4C), revealing rogue waves to 
be ‘more rogue’ during the winter months than during the summer. There are therefore a greater number of rogue 
waves in winter, and those waves are more severe. The cause of this seasonality may be related to the variation of 
spectral bandwidth (Fig. 4D), which displays clear seasonality across the region, with bandwidth increasing in the 
winter months. This mirrors the seasonal distribution in seasonal rogue wave occurrence (Fig. 4A), and seasonal 
excess AI (Fig. 4C). Previous work has shown a rogue waves occur in seas with a large spectral bandwidth8,28. A 
regression of spectral bandwidth trend and rogue wave occurrence trend for each of the buoy locations displays a 
linear relationship between decreasing rogue wave occurrence and decreasing bandwidth.

Conclusions
The interannual variability of monthly binned significant wave heights in the US western seaboard shows weak 
decreasing trends in the mean. In line with previous studies, the magnitude and significance of the trend increased 
at higher percentiles of Hs, but the present analysis indicates high spatial variability in the trend’s magnitude and 
sign throughout the region. For the first time, we show that rogue waves have interannual temporal variability, 
and the magnitude and sign of the trend varies over the region, with only the Southern Californian Bight showing 
a consistent negative trend, and is likely a reflection of the physical complexity of the region. Some locations show 
that the rogues are getting larger relative to the background sea; however, there is no trend in absolute rogue wave 
height. However, on a seasonal scale, rogue waves show intensification, with rogues being more prevalent and 
more severe in the winter than the summer. This is likely due to the increase in spectral bandwidth in the winter. 
The analysis demonstrates that if statistics of rogue waves are to prove useful for shipping and offshore operations, 
they must account for spatial and temporal variability on seasonal and interannual timescales, rather than simply 
relying on a single value for an entire region for all times.

Material and Methods
Observational data. To perform rogue wave analysis, the individual wave height (h) of each wave needs to 
be known, as well as the significant wave height (Hs) of the sea over the standard analysis period of 20-minutes. 
Individual wave height can be calculated both from fixed platforms and surface following wave buoys. Fixed 
platforms use visual or acoustic methods of estimating the distance from a fixed point to the free surface, and are 
subject to inaccuracies due to spray and wave interactions with the structure. Wave buoys are neutrally buoyant 
and track the free surface and measure wave height using accelerometers. They are subject to inaccuracies due to 
the restoring force of the mooring so potentially avoiding the true peak of the wave. Here we chose to use wave 
buoys due to their broad distribution across the region, public data accessibility, and unparalleled continuity of 
measurement. The majority of wave buoys deployed globally calculate sea state statistics onboard, and do not 
store the raw surface elevation. As a result, time-series of rogue waves are limited in duration and count to those 
buoys that do store the raw surface elevation (η). The Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP), operated by 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, manages a portfolio of wave buoys around the coastlines of the United States 
and its overseas dependencies. Of these, 15 have a raw surface elevation data duration of at least 10 years and are 
located in the US western seaboard (Supplementary Table S1). The buoys use accelerometers to measure waves 
with periods of 1.6–30 s and wave heights up to 40 m with a vertical resolution of 0.01 m.

Calculating sea state parameters. The data obtained from the buoys is a time series of vertical displace-
ment sampled at a rate of 3.84 Hz but logged at a sampling frequency of 1.28 Hz.

This is split into non-overlapping 20-minute seas, and the sea state parameters are calculated, as outlined in 
Cattrell et al.8. In situ measurements require substantial quality control (QC), we perform a strict QC procedure, 
as outlined in Cattrell et al.8, to obtain a reliable dataset.

Seas are flagged as rogue if they contain a wave or crest height that exceeds a threshold in relation to the sig-
nificant wave height (Hs)14:

>
H

Hs
2 (1)

max

and/or

> .
Cr

Hs
1 25 (2)

max

where Hmax is the maximum zero-crossing wave height, Crmax is the maximum crest height, and Hs is the signif-
icant wave height, estimated as four times the standard deviation of the sea surface elevation from a 20-minute 
observation period.
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The Abnormality Index (AI) gives a metric to the severity of the rogue waves:
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For ease of interpretation we normalise the AI and examine the excess AI:
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Spectral bandwidth can be an indicator of the strength of nonlinear focusing29 and the spectral bandwidth 
parameter ν is calculated from the moments of the spectrum:

∫= ∂
∞

m f S(f) f (5)n
0

n

where S(f) is the non-directional energy density spectrum, with =Hs m4 0 .

ν = −
m m
m m

1
(6)

2 0

1 1

where m0, m1, and m2 are the zeroth-, first-, and second-order spectral moments, respectively, calculated from 
Eq. 5.

For narrow bandwidths ν tends to zero, and the wave energy is concentrated near the spectral peak frequency, 
as individual waves have similar frequency with differing amplitudes modulated by the wave envelope. Values of 
ν approaching 1 are due to a broad spectrum, with wave energy distributed over a wide spread of frequencies.

Correcting for changes in buoy type. Over time, the buoys deployed at each of the 15 locations were 
upgraded; however, the hull-form and mass of the buoys remains constant, and hence their response to the wave 
field. The accelerometry also remain constant, and the recorded response is the same across the entire time series. 
As the buoys were upgraded from the MK1 to the MK2, and then to the MK3 over the course of the time series, 
there is a change in sample completeness. This results from the MK1 using a shore-based data receiver, whereas 
the MK2 onwards had on-board data loggers. As with all rare event sampling, rogue wave detection is a function 
of sampling time; therefore, the rogue wave occurrence count needs to be normalised as a function of sampling.

=
∗Percentage Rouge Wave Occurance Monthly Rogue Wave Count 100

Monthly Wave Count (7)

Estimation of the trend. The aim is to determine the magnitude of a monotonic trend and whether it is 
statistically significant. A Theil-Sen estimator, an unbiased estimator of the slope in a linear regression, is dis-
played on the time series of monthly mean resampled data to indicate the trend. The Mann-Kendall (MK) test is 
a non-parametric test of randomness against trend30,31. The presence of a monotonic trend and significance level 
was assessed using a seasonal MK test, which has been extensively utilised in hydrology research, and was deemed 
to be the most accurate for assessing trends in the wave data3.

The seasonal MK test runs a MK test on each season individually (Boreal Winter: November-January; Spring: 
February–April; Summer: May–July; Autumn: August–October). The overall statistic is calculated from summing 
each of the season’s MK statistic. Statistical significance at the 90th, 95th, and 99th percent level was determined 
with a two-sided p-value of the overall statistic, less than 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01, respectively. Further sensitivity anal-
ysis using bootstrapping is detailed and presented in Supplementary Tables S2 and S3.

Links with teleconnections. Taking the mean percentage rogue wave occurrence for each season for each 
year, and plotting against the Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI21); yields no relationship32.
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